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A Calloway County man has repor-
tedly drowned on Kentucky Lake
during a fishing trip with his brother,
according to local officials in-
vestigating the incident.
Devirey Todd, Rt. 8, Murray, was
reportedly with his brother Marvin on
Kentucky Lake near Patterson Landing
last night fishing, when waves and
winds capsized the boat they were
using.
According to reports this morning,
Marvin was able to make it to shore
when the boat overturned. Dragging
operations were done by the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Unit today, and
recovered the body within 15 minutes in
about six to eight feet of water.
Local authorities were notified of the
drowning which occurred about eight
p.m. Tuesday this morning about 9:15
a.m. by the brother, Marvin Todd, who
was with Dewey in the boat when the
fatal drowning occurred. Todd striped
off his clothes to swim to shore and had
to walk about six miles before being
able to notify authorities, according to
the Calloway County Sheriff's office.
The deceased, Dewey Todd, is 49
years of age. The Blalock-Coleman




Several items will be discussed by
members of the Murray Common
Council at the regular meeting Thur-
sday at 7p. m. at City Hall.
Topics on the agenda include:
—The first reading of an ordinance
permanently changing the time for
council meetings to 7:30p. m.;
—The Mit reading of an ordinance
Instituting merit promotions for city
firemen;
—A report from the planning and
zoning commission from councilman
Woodrow Rickman and commission
member Gary Ha verstock ;
—The hiring of three new firemen;
—A proposal from the Murray
Electric and Murray Water Systems
concerning a transfer of ownership of a
portion of the jointly owned municipal
building, and;
—The purchase of four new police
cars for the city Police Department.
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 25, 1976 15 Per Copy
The Boys' Chorus, a fifth and sixth grade singing group from the Murray Middle School, directed by 
Margaret Por-
ter, general music teacher, and Greta Armstrong, student teacher, presented an assembly program 
for their fellow
students at school, sang on the TV "Focus" program at Murray State University, gave a program for the Murray Lions
Club, and will present a program for the Murray Rotary Club on Thursday. The program consists of American musk,
commemorating the bicentennial. - Photo by Gerald Carter
2 Sections — 22 Pages
House Tackles
Heavy Agenda
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
Kentucky House spent four hours
Tuesday tackling an agenda of 46 bills,
and despite the headway they made,
more than 20 were carried over for
action today in addition to the regular
agenda.
Among the legislation approved by
the House and headed for Senate action
are a bill requiring a statewide
program of career education in the
elementary and secondary schools; a
bill broadening the provisions of the
state's consumer protection laws, and a
measure allowing small loan com-
panies to raise their interest rates on
loans over $1,000.
After two moves to send it back to
committee failed, the House also ap-
proved a bill permitting optometrists to
use certain prescription drugs for
diagnostic purposes.
Property Owners Issue Heart Sunday To Be
Statement On Dock Story Held On Weekend
A group of property owners in the
vicinity of the proposed Murray Bass
Club boat dock and ramp on Blood
River contended today that a story in
Tuesday's Murray Ledger & Times
concerning a public hearing on the
proposed new facility was in error.
The property owners issued the
following statement on the matter:
"The Corp's summary of the impact
of the proposed facility makes no in-
dication that the Corps has reached any
conclusion as to the desirability of this
dock. In addition, the body of the Corp's
statement as to probable en-
vironmental impact lists the following
probabilities: increased turbidity and
resulting sedimentation created during
the construction phase; displacement
of bottom habitat by the physical
presence of the landing ramp and fixed
dock (the Corps conclusion being that
this is insignificant); elimination of
approximately one acre of wooded
habitat with high scenic qualities; the
use of the proposed facilities by a 40-
member bass club and the related
development of the club's adjacent
property; will have an adverse impact
on the surrounding residential setting
and related uses of the shoreline in the
vicinity of the proposed facilities.
"This total impact includes, but is not
limited to, safety hazards created by
increased boat and vehicular traffic in
the area and increased noise levels
generated by club members; because
of the restrictive size of the inlet it is
unlikely that water contact recreation
would be affected; the proposed
facilities and related boat congestion
would reduce the desirability of the
inlet for fishing.
''The summary was careful to point
out that these probable environmental
impacts were not meant to be all in-
clusive. At issue is the building of a 75
by 90 foot sand beach; a 5 by 30 foot
fixed pier with a 5 by 18 foot walkway
leading to a 5 by 60 foot floating boat
dock; and a 14 by 00 foot concrete boat
landing ramp on TVA waterway. These
facilities will be used for the benefit of
the 40-member Murray Bass Club. The
cove and adjoining property has
previously been recreational
residential property."
The Army Corps of Engineers will
hold a public hearing on the matter at
7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, March 16, in the
Murray Middle School auditorium.
Persons with opinions on the issue
should voice them at the public hearing.
The final decision on whether to issue
or deny the permit will be made on the
basis of how the proposed work will
affect the overall public interest, ac-
cording to the Corps of Engineers.
This Sunday, February 29, is Heart
Sunday in Murray-Calloway County.
Miss Marilee Shalk, Heart Sunday
chairman for Murray, has announced
that members of the Pan-Hellenic
Council along with members of Murray
State University sororities and
fraternities, will be making a door-to-
door canvass in Murray. "We ask that
you give generously to your Heart
Association so that we may fight the
nation's No. 1 killer," Miss Shalk said.
Mrs. Ernest White, County Heart
Sunday Chairman, states that volun-
teers from the community will be
soliciting on this Sunday also. "We
would like to take giant leaps in heart
research on this leap year," says Mrs.
White.
Volunteers for the various areas in
the county are:
Almo: Mrs. James Phillips; Almo
Highway; Mrs. Joseph Keeslar;
Cloudy And Warm
Partly cloudy and warm today with
highs in the low 70s. Variable
cloudiness and mild tonight with slight
chance of showers and thundershowers,
lows in the 40s to low 50s. Mostly cloudy
with chance of showers and thun-
dershowers Thursday, highs in the 60s.
Friday partly cloudy and cooler.
Memorial Scholarships Officially Established
Perpetual scholarships in memory of
two Murray young people were of-
ficially established Feb. 21 at Murray
State University during a dinner for the
immediate families and hosted by
Murray President and Mrs. Con-
stantine W. Curris and the Alumni
Association.
Established in the name of James C.
Williams, Jr., was a scholarship fund to
be provided by a pledged gift of $20,000
train his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
C. Williams, former owners of the
Murray Ledger and Times, and a
matching allocation from the James L.
Hurley Challenge Fund, established as
a memorial from the estate of the late
James L. Hurley, a Detroit contractor
and Marshall County native.
Income from the scholarships, to be
known as the James C. Williams, Jr.,
Memorial Scholarship Fund, will
provide four scholarships annually for
a freshman, a sophomore, a junior and
a senior in the amount of ap-
proximately 8500 each per year,
renewable for eligible students for four
years. Applicants are restricted to
graduates of Murray High School or of
Calloway County High School.
Young Williams died December 9,
1972, at the age of 26. He had served in
the U. S. Air Force in Alaska and for
one year in Vietnam. He was a junior at
Murray State, where he had an
academic average of 3.93.
Also established Saturday night was
the Cindy Hill Memorial Scholarship to
assist young people wishing to work
toward a bachelor's degree in nursing.
Mrs. Hill, the wife of David Hill, a
reporter and photographer with the
Murray Ledger and Times, died April
25, 1975, of injuries received in an
automobile accident while returning to
Murray from a nursing seminar in
A senior at Murray State University,
Mrs. Hill was scheduled to receive her
degree in nursing last December.
The Cindy Hill Scholarship Fund,
provided from contributions made in
her memory by her friends and those of
her family, is expected to generate a
$500 award for the fall semester of the
junior year and is renewable for the
first semester of the senior year only in
the event the interest accrued from the
investment exceeds $500 annually.
A senior award is limited to the
amount which exceeds the $500 award
for a junior and not to exceed 8500.
Members of the Williams family
attending the dinner included; his
WILUAMS FAMILY: Members of the family of James C. Waliams, Jr., in whose memory a perpetual seholarship wac
estabiished at Murray State University, were guests of the Univenky Fels 21 at a dedication dinner. Pictured from
the left are: Bryan and Percy VV1Sams, uncles, Paris, Tenn.; Murray State President Constantine W. Gerrit young
Williams' parents Mrs. lames C. VVillains and Mr. Williams, Murray his grandmother, Mrs. W. P. Williams of Pans.
and Marini Vinson, director of alumed affairs at the Univienity. Waliams, a junior at Murray State, died December 9,
1972, at the age of 2.
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parents, Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Williams, and a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Tommy Williams, all of Murray; his
grandmother, Mrs. W. P. Williams, two
uncles, Bryant and Percy Williams,
and Mrs. Percy Williams and Miss
Cindy Williams, all of Paris, Tenn.
Members of Mrs. Hill's family in-
cluded: her husband, David; her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wager, and
a sister, Mrs. Randy Cunningham, and
her husband; and Mr. Hill's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill, all of Murray.
In establishing the scholarships, the
Murray president said, "No better way
has been devised to perpetuate the
values that come from a religious and
democratic heritage than to provide
encouragement and financial
assistance to young people who aspire
to demonstrate these characteristics in
their professional and civic lives."
Canterbury Estates; Mrs. Jack Rose;
Cherry Corner: Mrs. Ike Grogan;
Coldwater: Mrs. Nona Tabers; Cold-
water Road: Mrs. Joe Thornton; Shady
Oaks Trailer Park: Mrs. John Miller;
Dexter: Mrs. Homer Elkins;
Gatesboro: Mrs. Max Sykes.
Green Plain: Mrs. Harold Houston;
Doran Road: Mrs. Kaj Spencer; East
Highway and Irvin Cobb Road: Young
People from Elm Grove Baptist
Church; Fox Meadows Trailer Court
and Coach B Estates: Mrs. John
Harmon; S. 16th & Hermitage Drive:
Mrs. Willard Ails and Mrs. Jerry Bolls;
Hazel Highway: Mrs. G. T. Brandon:
Kirksey: Mrs. Max Hurt; Kirksey
Backusburg Road): Mrs. Jim Gibson.
Lynn Grove: Mrs. Hilton Williams;
Lynn Grove Highway: Mrs. Gas Junior
Robertson; Lakeway Shores: Mrs.
Wendell Bagley; iCingswood, Camelot,
and Sherwood Subdivisions: Mrs. Joe
Pat McCallon; Meadow Green Acres:
Mrs Bobby Marshall.
Fairview Subdivision: Joyce Morton;
Panorama Shores: Mrs. Hardy
(See Heart, Page 9)
DECA Chapter
To Sell Citrus
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA Chapter will
sell Texas Sweet Oranges and Ruby
Red Grapefruit starting Monday,
March 1, and continuing through
Wednesday, March 3.
A door-to-door campaign will be
conducted by the DECA members, but
if any persons are missed they may call
the DECA group at the school at 753-
1870. Orders must be placed by March 5
and the delivery date will be ap-
proximately two to four weeks from
purchase.
Prices will be as follows: 21 Ibis.
approx. 50 oranges $4.75; 38 lbs. ap-
prox. 100 oranges $7.25; 21 lbs. approx
20 grapefruit $5.00; 38 lbs. approx. 40
grapefruit $8.00.
The purpose of the project will be to
finance the Murray DECA members to
the State DECA Conference in
Louisville and the National Conference
at Chicago, M., in May. The public is
urged to give their support to the




The ball squeaked by with a vote of 46
to 31, after opponents objected that
persons who are not medical doctors
should not be permitted to use drugs on
their patients.
(Optometrists are trained to diagn9se
eye problems and fit glasses, while
opthamologLsts are medical doctors
who specialize in eye treatment).
Several legislators cited the problem
of allergic reaction and said an op-
tometrist would not be trained to take
care of a patient if such a reaction
occured in his office.
The sponsor, Rep. Terry Mann, D-
Newport, said only one person out of
18,400 is susceptible to an allergic
reaction to the drugs named in the bill.
However, several house members said
that was enough for them to oppose the
bill.
The House also gave solid backing to
a measure requiring the state
Education Department to implement
career education in Kentucky's schools
beginning with the 1976-77 school year.
The bill carries an appropriation of




MAYFIELD, Ky.—All subscribers of
the West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative are now assured of one-
party service following approval of a
$4,213,650 loan from the Rural Elec-
trification Administration.
P. L. Finks, general nuanager of the
Mayfield-based cooperative, said the
71/2 per cent loan will be used to finance
one-party service in the Cunningham,
Fancy Farm, Folsomdale, Lowes, West
Plains and Wing* exchanges in Ken-
tucky, and the Cottage Grove, Cypress
and Puryear exchanges in Tennessee.
The West Kentucky cooperative
presently serves about 12,000 sub-
scribers in all Purchase counties except
Ballard, plus Henry and Weakley
counties in Tennessee.
Finks said three of the cooperative's
18 exchanges, Kirksey, Fairdealing,
and Hardin, have been converted to
one-party service, and that work is
going on to upgrade the service to one-
party in the Hazel, Lynn Grove and
New Concord exchanges.
The Farmington, Lynnville and
Sedalia exchanges are scheduled for
one-party service in 1977, Finks said.
"Our new loan will enable us to
complete the upgrading of all 18 ex-
changes in the system to one-party,"
Finks said.
This was the second multi-million
dollar loan the cooperative has
received within a year.
The cooperative was notified last
April 25 that a $3 million REA loan had
been approved for upgrading service in










Deaths & Funerals 14
CINDY HILL FAMILY: Members of the family of Grid, FIll, in whose memory a perpetual scholarship was
established at Murray State University, were guests of the University Feb,21 at a dedication dinner. Pictured witithe
plaque upon whidt all perpetual scholarships are listed, are, from the lelt Randy Cunningham, a brother-in-law of
Mrs. Mt Mrs. Jack Wager, her mother Mrs. Canininghant, a sister; jack Wager, her father; David tal, her husband,
holding the plaque; Murray State President Constantine W. Cords Mrs. MN FOIL her mother-in-law Manal Vinson.
director of alumni affairs at the University, and her father-in-law, BM 1111, all of Murray. Mrs. Hill died last April 25 of
injuries sustained in an automobile accident while returning from a nursing seminar in Louisville. She was a senior
nursing student at the Universt.
•
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of the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
met Thursday, February 19,
at 9:30 a. m. in the dining
room of the Triangle Inn.
Plans were discussed and
completed for the regular
DECA Group
At Meeting
Two students from the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA




Women's Club meeting for the
February 19 meeting.
Ms. McKinley introduced
Donna Tabers and Chuck
Higginbotham as two of the
Chapter's Outstanding
students for this year.
Donna Tabers, delivered the
opening remarks concerning
several projects which the
Murray DECA Chapter is
presently involved.
Chuck Higginbotham talked
about the Bicenntenial Oral
History Project concerning
Murray's past history. It Is
hoped that the Murray DECA
Chapter members will be able
to speak to enough past
historians, about Murray's
history, in order to provide
tapes for the community's
use.
meeting to be held Friday,
February 27, at the WOW
Building, Chamber of Com-
merce room.
0. C. McLemore, Eugene
Tarry, and Gussie Adams will
be in charge of the meeting
and said that Margaret
Trevathan, Public Librarian,
will be the principal speaker.
A luncheon will be held
Friday, March 26, at Triangle
Inn for NARF'E Members and
Ladies Auxiliary. President C.
0. Bondurant urges all
members to attend and bring
a prospective member if
possible.
Harry Sledd, former
postmaster and a charter
member of the organization, is
now a resident of Fern
Terrace Lodge and would
appreciate visitors.
Members attending were C.
0. Bondurant, L E. McSwain,
E. B. Allbritten, 0. C.
McLemore, Guside Adams,







Baby Girl Perry (mother
Gwendolen S.), 226 W. Hale,
Mayfield, Baby Boy Cooper
(mother Gwendolyn R.), 825
Glendale, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Billy B. Wofford, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tn., Barry S. Overby,
Rt. 3, Benton, Robert Young,
Rt. 7, Box 10, Murray, Mrs.
Robbie J. Hutson, 1604 Martin
Chapel Rd., Murray, Mrs.
.Thelma L Chadwick, 106 S.
• 12th., Murray, Mrs. Clara E.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Martha F. Spann, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Jimmy E. McLeod,
RI. 1, Dexter, Louis Zim-
merman Jr., 1611 Wiswell Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Audra B.
Moody, 715 Goodman,
Murray, Marvin Barrow, Rt.
2, Dover, Tn., Thomas Blair,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Preston H.
Evitts, Rt. 1, Hazel, Otto
Zetsche, Fern Terrace,
Murray, Waymen E. Harper,
223 N. Washington, Clinton,
Mrs. Taynell Redden, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Juanita M. Lax,
506 S. 6th., Murray, Ray B.
Wyatt, 333 Ecigewood, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Nettie V. Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Brady H.
McKendree, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Lithe Outland, 810 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Clare Engh
























Cecile Applegate and Carole Holcomb, co-
chairwomen of the 'las Vegas Game Night" by the
Murray State University Women's Society, make final
arrangements for the "fun" evening to be held Friday,
February 22, from eight p.m. to midnight at the Racer





Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Lecture, sponsored by MSU
Student Government
Association, by a represen-
tative from the National
Lampoon magazine, will be at
Lovett Auditorium, at eight
p.m. No admission charge. -
North Second Street
Community Center will open
at one p.m. for Senior Citizens




soprano, will be presented a
recital at the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
MSU Student Activities
Board will present "A Night of
Science Fiction" movies at
Lovett Auditorium at 8:45
a.m. Admission is fifty cents.
Murray State University
Theatre will present
"Scapino" at eight p.m. at
University Thektre.
Admission by seasonticket or
$2 per person.
Murray Magazine Club will
have a luncheon at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Humane Society will be
featured on program,
"Focus" on Channel 11 TV at
5:30p.m.
NOW (national organization
for women) wW meet at 7:30
p.m. at the United Campus
Ministry building.
Thursday, February 26
Cub Scout Pack 57 Blue and
Gold Dinner will be at the
Carter School lunchroom at
6:30p.m.
Murray Sub District UMYF
will meet at Kirksey United
Methodist Church at seven
p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with
devotion at 10:05 a.m., and
Blood Tests for Sugar
Diabetes to be given. Check
with nurse on what to eat for
breakfast.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30p.m. at the clubhouse.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Church Medical Van will give
free blood pressure tests at the
Murray Court House.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Court House at
7:30p.m.
SPRING IS COMING!!
Tired of Veneer or Solid Shades?
Want A New Modern Look'?
Then We Have the Answer For You!
Window Magic!!
At the O'Dome
on South 4th St ;A 4124
Friday, February 27
Free blood pressure tests
will be given at the Seventh
Day Adventist Church
Medical Van at Southside
IG A.
"Scapino" will be presented
at MS University Theatre at
eight p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noun to four p.m.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
Murray State Women's
Society will hold "Las Vegas
Game Night" at the Racer
Room, Roy Stewart Stadium,
from eight p.m. to midnight.





will meet at the WOW
Building, Chamber of Com-
merce Room.
Saturday, February 28
Murray Shrine Club will
have a potluck supper at the
Woodmen of the World Hall at
6:30p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Hardin-Berkley Masonic
and Eastern Star Lodges will
have a sausage and pancake
breakfast from six a.m, to
eleven a.m. at the lodge hall.
Murray Civic Music
Association will present
"P.D'Q. Bach," a hilarious
spoof of "serious" music at
8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium MSU.
Saturday, February 28
"Scapino" will be presented
at MS University Theatre at
eight p.m.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will hold its
luncheon meeting at noon at
the club house.
Sunday, February 29
Free blood pressure tests
will be given at the Seventh
Day Adventist medical van at
Bel Air Shopping Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Cox will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church from
two to, five p.m.
Recitals by Sarah E. Sams,
Murray, senior recital in flute,
will be at two p.m., Rosanna
Reccius, Louisville, soprano,
and Joe David Cox, Benton,
bass, joint senior recital at
3:30 p.m., all in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix E. Beach
will be honored on their 60th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
ROOM, Federal Savings and
Loan, from two to four p.m.
Family requests no gifts.
klesiday, March 1
Annual meeting of Elm
Grove Cemetery Association
will be held at the church at
semen pm.
More  *Mr_
For maximum nutrition when
preparing mashed potatoes
cook them in the peel and
peel before mashing
Guy Scared Off
By a 'Good Girl'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am an attractive, natural blonde who
was raised by strict parents. I love the Lord and have been
I've sated qulte-e lot-, but I never let a inan-get too close
to me because I wanted to keep my virginity for my
husband.
Five months ago, I met a 29-year-old man to whom I was
attracted like I couldn't believe was possible. One thing led
to another, and I finally told him that I was a virgin.
He said that! was "one in a million," which I wok ass
compliment, but he never called me after that. Thinking
maybe he was sick, I called him. He sounded rather cool and
distant, and said he had been busy with his work and would
call me soon.
Well, it's been a month, and he hasn't called. I really care
for him, Abby, and I'm afraid my virginity has scared him
off. Perhaps he thinks I'm abnormal to be a virgin at 27.
Now, instead of being proud of myself, I feel like an
overlooked wallflower,
I'm considering going to a gynecologist and asking him
to surgically deflower me. Do you think he would do it?
CAROLINA VIRGIN
DEAR VIRGIN: Probably, but since a virgin is someone
who has never experienced sexual relations, it wouldn't alter
your status as a virgin.
The advice from here is to stay as you are and be proud of
it. And if you "scared him off" for that reason, you haven't
lost much.
DEAR ABBY: Regarding what to say when confronted
with a baby or a picture of one who is obviously very
homely, yet whose parents clearly expects a compliment:
A doctor friend once told me that when he delivers a
homely or—might as well say it —very ugly baby, and the
weals) look at him expectantly for some kind of word of
praise, he simply grins broadly and says, "Now, there's a
REAL boy (or girl)!"
Obviously, it's not a crocodile or platypus, so the doctor
hasn't been dishonest and the parents are satisfied.
TOM IN OKLAHOMA CITY
DEAR TOM: Beautiful. But occasionally the doctor is
mistaken.
DEAR ABBY: Ever time I say, "I love you" to my
girlfriend, she says, "Thank you." She never tells me that
she loves ME, and that is what I want to hear.
Any suggestions?
ME IN BURLINGTON
DEAR ME: When she says, "Thank you," say, "You're
welcome. Now how do you feel about ME?"
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
Murray Quota Club President Earlene Doran and Vice-
President Pauline Jones show the cake served the
patients of the Westview Nursing Home at the Valen-
tine-party given by the club for,the patients pn February
13, Cake and punch were served by Mrs. Doran, Mrs.
Jones, and Mrs. Helen Spann, past president The room
was decorated with red streamers and Valentine hearts.
Each patient was presented a personal valentine and ;
took part in a ring toss game following refreshments.
February P. E. 0. Luncheon Is
Held At Home,Mrs. Paul Sturm
The February luncheon for
Chapter M of P.E.O. was
hosted by Mrs. Paul Sturm,
Mrs. Frank Albert Stub-
blefield and Mrs. John C.
Quertermous at the Sturm
home Saturday, February 21.
Invocation was given by Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr.
The usual business meeting
was held with Mrs. Maurice
Christopher as president.
The program was given by
Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
organizer of Chapter M and
now president of Kentucky
State Chapter of P.E.O., who
shared with members some of
her experiences in the in-
ternational organization for a
number of years. Because of
the ministerial positions held
by her husband, she has had
the opportunity to hold
membership in chapters in six
states--Missouri, Colorado,




lessons gained from various
chapters.
The next meeting, March 1,
7:30 p.m., will be with Mrs.








A patriotic theme was
carried out in Mrs. Storm's
decorations with red velvet
ribbons and Bicentennial
napkins. A special guest was
Mrs. W. A. Martin ( the former
Estelle Potts), from Puryear.
Tenn. Mrs. Potts was one of
the first members of an
Alaskan chapter in Ketchikan.
She and her husband have
retired and are now in
Puryear.
4.-1111111111
When decorating a room in
the south or west part .of
your home, blues, greens and
violets are good choices since
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eceive a lot of
Janelle Fox Named
As Valentine Queen
Mrs. Ronnie (Janelle) Fox
was chosen as 1976 Valentine
Queen of the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority.
The new queen was crowned
by last year's queen, Edna
Vaughn, at the banquet held in
Janette Fox
Valentine Queen
Mrs. Fox's honor on Saturday,
February 14, at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord by the
chapter.
Mrs. Fox, wearing a lovely
green dress, was es owned in a
special skit of her life story in
"fairy tale" form by Mrs.
Vaughn. A poem was read by
Hours: 10:00to 5:00
Mon.-Sat.
307 N. 4th 753-6194
TosesIrs Tann
Cross Stitch Us
Mrs. Alice Rouse. She was
presented with a box of candy
and a sweetheart necklace.
The queen is the former
Janelle McDougal, daughter
of Mrs. Ida McDougal. She is a
graduate of Murray College
High School and is employed
at the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
The head table was centered
with an arrangement of red
roses and red and white
candles were used to further
adorn the tables.
Following the banquet a
reception was held at the
home of Mrs. William R.
(Alice) Rouse on Plainview
Drive.
The refreshment table was
draped in red under a white
lace cloth and centered with
St. Louis, Mo.-The updated
wave will create an important
coiffure fashion statement for
Spring-Summer 1976. ac-
cording to the 64,000 member
National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association.
"The updated wave is
molded vrit.in the boundaries
of precise haircutting to flow
with natural, ethnic
freedom," explains Lyal
McCaig of Omaha, Neb., the
Association's Styles Director.
The latest techniques in
perming will be used to create
the new, free-moving waves.
"The processes of perrning,
haircoloring and conditioning
will reflect the softness,
an arrangement of daisies andas_thininess and - healthiness -of--
SarlatiOnS otItti-red hearts. bnpufflul. NIA
Sweetheart cake arid punch ded.
were served. "Lengths will vary with
attitudes. The most
fashionable Spring-Summer
Phyllis Turner lengths will be from very
short to mid-length, above the
shoulders," McCaig said.
Exotic flowers in the hair
and sleek chignons ( fashion
knots) will enhance the exotic
and tropical influences in
On Dean's List
Miss Phyllis Ann Turner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
M. Turner of Murray Route
Two, has been named to the
dean's list of Bob Jones
University, Greenville, S. C.
The Murray lie is a senior
in the school oreducation at




Mary Nelrlialey of Murray




Noble Suiter of Murray has
been dismissed from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
PARIS PATIENT
Frankie Barrett of Murray





















country are reviewing new
short and mid-length hair-




The new coiffures, which
feature the updated wave in
most designs, were created by
Styles Director McCaig and
four members of the
Association's exclusive
styling body-the Official Hair
Fashion Committee, which is
composed of more than two-
liOndred -of The uatien's
issernost hairstylists. lbefour
are: Hayden Hitchcock of
Hutchinson, Kan.; Jackie Holt
of Decatur, Ala.; Sue Lack of
Myrtle Beach, S.C.; and Max
Matteson of Grand Rapids,
Mich.
The variety of hair lengths
and moods accentuate fashion
and coiffure influences from
throughout the world.
ftii Nen--
Haw Guests Via In Homes Of
Area; Some Persons Are 111
By Mrs. R. D. Key
February le, 1976
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr
visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bardon Nance Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Ginger and Guy, spent the
weekend with the Glynn Orr
family and they all attended
church at Birds Creek Sunday.
Other visitors In the Orr home
were Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr, Ftickle and Bryan, and
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Nina Holley and
Mrs. Ella Morris on Sunday.
Howard Morris visited his
brother, Odie Morris,
Saturday.
R. D. Key was in Rhea
Clinic Friday to see the doctor
and he is being sent to Dr.
Meyer in Memphis, Tenn., for
further examination. Bro.
Jerry Lee will go Wednesday
also for a check up on his eye
with Dr. Charles after having
surgery in Mid South Hospital,
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith
of Louisville spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Holley.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lankford
of Paris, Tenn., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Gurvis Paschall
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms, Mrs. Lettie Lee
Stafford, and Mrs. Holice
Grooms visited Mrs. Lavetta
Orr and Mrs. Lubie Bedwell in
Mayfield Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Rice,
Pam and Greg, visited Bro.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Sunday afternoon.
eICETENpIAL
'BRIEFS   
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Ginger and Guy, and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and Ricide visited
Mrs. Ella Morris Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke visited Bro. and Mrs.
Terry Sills in Paducah
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Flet-
cher visited Mrs. Bertha
Fletcher Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Harrington of Parsons, Tenn.,
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr and
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Orr and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance, Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Nance, Mr
and Mrs. Jerry Nance,
Johnnie, David, and Mike
Nance visited Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Nance Sunday.
Mrs. Linda Orr and son,
Bryan, visited Mrs. R. D. Key
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hersey of
Kirksey visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey Grooms on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Hopkins
of Kirksey visited Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Tarkington Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
and Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall Tuesday.
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
Tuesday.
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and
Mrs. Larue Orr visited Mrs.









It's a glaring error to over-
look the many dangers of
fireworks during the Bicen-
tennial Year. Celebrations will
bring about an increased use,
with many licensed public
displays and more children
playing with fireworks.
The Better Vision Institute
points out that many serious
eye and body injuries, includ-
ing blindness, are reported as
a result of fireworks after
each July 4. Although some
22 states ban fireworks,
c otraban4 fireworks otten
of eye and body satiety,
many organizations have
urged federal regulation of
fireworks. The Better Vision
Institute urges all Americans
to remember that vision-like
freedom-is a precious gift.
For Feature Walls,
Try Outside Siding
A daring, yet handsome, way
to dress up a front hall or living
room wall is to install board
siding in the same pattern as
that on the exterior.
Finishing may be quite dif-
ferent. however, a tinted stain
or even a ckar liquid plastic or
wax to heighten the natural
wood tones and facilitate




Baby Boy Fine' ( mother,.
Nancy Carol), D-4 Fox
Meadows, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Bruce B. Elkins, Dexter,
Mrs. Terry Linn Downey and
Baby Girl, 401 So. 12th St.,
Murray, Edwin Vance, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Jeannie Dallas
Renfroe and Baby Boy, New
Concord, Mrs. Ruby Louise
Smith, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth S. Cox and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Debuts D. Roberts, Rt. 7, Box
32, Mayfield, Miss Holly
Brown, 1200 Mimosa Murray,
Mrs. Betty Sue Hargrove, Rt.
5, Murray, George Ory King,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Ynema
Wright, Rt. 1, Box 99, Murray,
John F. George, 404 College
Ct., Murray, Kitt Carson
Green, Box 185, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Jauartita Ratz, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Bessie
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Adeline Stinson, Rt. 2, Elkton,
Ervie G.Willughby, Rt. 3, Box
173, Murray, Mrs. Helen
Harrell, Rt. 3, Benton, Florine
Cobb, 317 Anderson Ave.,
Mayfield, Alvin S. Elkins, Rt.
5, Murray, Mrs. Stella S.
Futrell, Rt. 6, Box 181,






Baby Girl Jones (mother
Karen), 1503 Porter Ct., Paris,
Tn.
DISMISSALS
Miss Aleshia G. Griffin, Rt.
2, Box 12A, Murray, Mrs.
Marguerite H. Lynch, 1610
Kifinvood, Murray, Frelon
Pierce, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Jessie F. Ray, 628 Bolden St.,
Paris, Tn., Cody E. Jones, Rt.
1, Box 13$, Murray, Mrs. Sue
K. Britt, Rt. 1, Farmington, J.
B. Burkeeei, Rt. 1, Box 40,
Murray, Conon D. Shupe, 307
N. 6th., Murray, Hollis S.
Roberts, 623 N. 4th., Murray,
Freddy L. Hendon, 1507
Danbury, Murray, Ronnie J.
Ross, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Lillian V. Holland, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Gwendolen S.
Perry and Baby Girl, 226 W.
Hale, Mayfield, Mrs.
Gvrendolyn FL Cooper and
Baby Boy, 825 Glendale,
Murray, Loyd Pritchett,
Denier, Mrs. Erin G. Reed,
1001 Payne, Murray, Mrs.
Anna Zidarvich, Pine Bluff
Shore& Bonilla.
When a favorite dress
becomes warn make it into a
rabbit's apron. Cut the sleeves
out, cut the dress apart down
the Neter beck removing the
tipper, and sometimes lowering
the neckline. With the fabric left
over trent shortening the dress,
make sash ties to attach to the
waistline and neckline
TRINA NICKS, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James D. Cochran of Murray, is shown
here in two of the many costumes she modeled for the spring recital costume
catalogue of Leo's Advance Theatrical Company. Over 28,000 copies of the
catalogue went to dancing teachers and physical education departments in schools
all over the United States. Miss Nicks was asked to model for the costumes while
she was attending a dance convention in Biloxi, Miss. She is a sophomore at
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo., and has appeared in many of the musical and
dance productions at the college. She is a graduate of Murray High School
Presbyterian Women
Hear Mrs. Hortin
The Women's Association of
the First Presbyterian Church
held its winter meeting in the
fellowship hall Sunday
Stella Stars
The Stella Stars 4-H Club
held their regular meeting at
North Elementary School.
Members repeated the
pledges to the 4-H and
American flags. The scripture
was read from the Bible.
Plans for the variety show
were discussed and refresh-
ments were served.
Place a mound of lime
sherbet in serving glasses, top
with a generous spoonful of
canned fruit cocktail and top
with more lime sherbet.














The program was presented
by Mrs. Mellie Hortin, who
spoke on the subject "A Trust
to Keep." She described
several women who par-
ticipated in the American
Revolution as soldiers, spies,
couriers, suppliers, and
writers. She also quoted a
number of historical sources
that credited Scotch-Irish
Presbyterians as the most
ardent supporters of the
Revolution.
Refreshments of cherry pie
and ice cream were served
after the program. The table
was decorated with a beautiful




The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house for the regular
meeting.
Students from Murray High
and Calloway High School will
be in charge of the program.
Each of these students have
been outstanding in their
fields of speech and music.
Mrs. Salvatore Mataraszo is
chairman of the deportment
and urges each tnember to be
present for the evening of fun
and entertainment.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
William Barker, Mrs. A. D.
Wallace, Mrs, Henry Holton,




















WS a dean sweep of Bib Overalls at 1250
and leans induding Hi-rise, European cut
and double-zip Jeans, for 1050. Junior
Dresses are below cost Sportswear
Separates are drastically reducect Scar-
ves and Jewelry are specials, too-and
there are tables of fashions for one, two,
three, four and five dollars.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
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The 1975 Business Barometer
published by the Murray Cham-
ber of Commerce lends support
to our belief that the economy
of Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty has weathered the adverse
effects of a major industrial
strike locally and remains
lealthy.despite the problems of
Unemployment and inflation,
which have taken their toll on
the rest of the nation.
Murray and Calloway Coun-
as projected in two in-
dent studies in recent
"-years, is the fastest growing
-business and industrial com-
munity in the Jackson Pur-
chase. We offer more to con-
sumers than any other surroun-
ding community and these con-
sumers, much to our pleasure,
are shopping in our com-
munity. They will as long as
they can find their needed
products and are told about
them.
• Local individual income,
which increased by $5.5 million
from 1973 to 1974, made major
gains from 1974 to 1975 and in-
creased by $11,965,000
throughout Calloway County.
'And individual income for
Calloway Countians is projec-
ted to increase another $12
million to $122,116,000 by the
end of 1976. Cowie this with the
prediction that local retail sales
will increase by $20 million this
year — to $172,690,000 — and
you get a pretty secure feeling
about the economic conditions
of Calloway County.
All in all, the chamber's
report paints a bright picture
for Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty. We offer more and better
services and merchandise to
the consumer and that is why
our community is more-and-
more being recognized as the
hub of this region. The Murray
Ledger & Times, with daily cir-
culation at an all-time high, has
in the past, and will continue to
promote the local community
in this way both at home and in
neighboring counties.
But the fact remains that if
we want to receive another rosy
report next February on the
business figures for 1976, we
cannot sit back and rest on our
laurels.
We must continue to expand
our business and industrial
base and must continue to sup-
port and promote our com-
munity and its businesses to the
fullest in order to maintain the
leadership of our region.
GOP Foundering
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
Republicans favoring President Ford in
the May 25 primary had hoped tohave a
state chairman by mid-February at the
latest.
Instead, the organization — if that
word is appropriate—still is floun-
dering.
"I've never seen anything so totally
womanized," said one prominent GOP
-figure who turned down an invitation to
itecome chairman. "The president
-can't win in Kentucky."
That contention draws an argument
-from a surprising number of
;Republican politicians who would like
"the Ford camp in Washington to crank
its efforts in this state before it's too
, For example, lawyer Larry Forgy of
touLsville, one of the bright young men
An the 1967-71 GOP state administration,
•!Iiitid "It's very discouraging that no one
lips spoken up for the President in Ken-
Aicky."
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"I indicated others would have more
time, but if I was the best they could
come up with, I would do it," he said.
Forgy maintains Ford has much
more support in Kentucky than the
Ronald Reagan boosters would like to
think.
House Minority Leader Harold
DeMarcus, R-Stanford, said he also
was approached to be chairman, but
had to turn it down because of his
legislative duties.
Dehlarcus was optimistic about the
President's chances, declaring he
would run strongly even if the cam-
paign did not start until a month before
primary day.
"A president is the most powerful
man in the world," he said, "and all he
would need is an organization."
DeMarcus acknowledged Ford has a
problem in Kentucky because of his
veto of the tobacco support measure,"
but maybe he can get across whatever
reasons he had."
Jim Host of Lexington, another
energetic GOP stalwart, was ap-
proached long ago to become a Ford
 chairman and again a few days ago. He
turned it down and has declined com-
ment.
E(ruce Ladd of Washington used to be
the President's coordinator for Ken-
tucky and a score of other states. He de-
parted abruptly a week or so ago.
The task has fallen to Ed Terrill of
Washington, who had a role in a
bluegrass area convressional cam-
paign some years ago. Terrill has not
found or chosen a state chairman yet.
"I think we're running out of prospec-
ts," one Ford supporter said.
Meantime, former Gov. Louie Nunn,
who knows his way blindfolded around
Republican circles, has been heading
the Reagan campaign and predicting a
definitive victory •
Some observers believe the outcome
in Kentucky won't matter by the time
the primary is held because the Ford-
Reagan contest will have been decided
in a number of other states with earlier
primaries.
There is no indication the presidential
primary is having a divisive effect on
the party in Kentucky.
"It's really mixed up and there's no
personal animosity involved," one
knowledgeable Republican said. "Some
dedicated Nunn supporters lean to-
wards Ford more than Reagan, and ac-
tually a lot of party regulars don't have
any strong feelings one way or the
other."
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger it Times is
published. Iwory afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4, Christmas Day. New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc , 10314 4th St Murray.
Ky. 42071
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Ky 42077
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An Al' News Analysis
Who Really Won
In New Hampshire
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
CONCORD, N.H. ( AP)—President
Ford's hairbreadth victory over Ronald
Reagan in New Hampshire's keynote
Republican primary points to a long
struggle for the Republican
presidential nomination. It signals that
a quick knockout blow will be hard to
land in the procession of elections to
come.
Ford is a winner, and that helps. But
the New Hampshire verdict alsashowa
that when they get to the voting booth,
Republicans are closely divided bet-
ween the man who is president and the
man who wants to be.
Georgia's Jimmy Carter was the big
winner in the first of the presidential
primaries, scoring a comfortable
victory that makes him the frontrunner
among Democratic candidates. There
are nine all told.
Carter's new mantle is one that can
have drawbacks. But it is a giant step
forward for the former governor who
came to New Hampshire as a nobody
more than a year ago and left with first
"I remember when we couldn't find a
microphone," said Carter.
He'll find plenty now, for it isboth the
blessing and the curse of. the fron-
trunning candidate that he faces in-
tense scrutiny every step of the cam-
paign way.
With the ballots counted after an all-
night Republican tally awarded Ford
his victory, the political caravan
breaks camp and moves southward, the
Democrats to do battle in
Massachusetts next Tuesday, Ford and
Reagan to meet again in Florida on
March 9.
Ford captured his first statewide
political contest with 51 per cent of the
vote, a margin of just over 1,300 ballots.
With 94 per cent of the vote counted,
Ford had 54,051 to Reagan's 52,706.
Among the Democrats, the tally read
this way:
—Carter 72,591 or 30 per cent.
—Rep. Morris K. Udall of Arizona
18,146 or 24 per cent.
—Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana 12,276
or 16 per cent.
—Former Sen. Fred Harris of
Oklahoma 8,628 or 11 per cent.
—Sargent Shriver 6,501 or 9 per cent.
—Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of
Minnesota, on write-in votes, 4,180 or 6
percent.
The New Hampshire vote was a
preface, to be overtaken within days by
the decisions of other voters, in bigger
states. Reagan had an apt phrase for it:
"One primary does not a summer
make."
It will take 31 to do that, in almost
weekly competition that won't end until
June 8.
Reagan and his managers had tried
hard to convince political opinion
makers that running reasonably close
to Ford was all that should be expected
of them. But offstage, Reagan men
clearly thought they had the lead and
might win outright.
"I feel what's happened tonight is a
victory," Reagan said after midnight,
with the Republican verdict still in
doubt.




Without the army slouch hat and
sunglasses he wears on the job, you'd
think that Trep was just another police
dog — but he isn't. Trep is on the Dade
County, Fla., drug squad and in less
than 2 years he has sniffed out
063,000,000 worth of drugs and aided in
the conviction of 20 drug dealers Trep is
trained to detect minute particles of
narcotics in the air, much as a hunting
dog tracks game. His master, Tom
Kazo, says he's seldom wrong. But
Treps ability has caused em-
barrassment on several occasions, such
as the time Trep, in a demonstration to
policy academy cadets sniffed out 11
bags of marijuana. Kazo had only
hidden 10. ( Miami News)
Las Vegas — Two small dogs digging
for buried bones found $30,000 in
counterfeit money instead, leading to
more trouble for Robert Scbwhig. The
Secret Service said the two dogs dug up
a plastic garabage bag filled with 1.500
counterfeit Pa bills in the yard of a
neighbor of Schwing. The dogs had
dragged it for 2.5 feet when a teenage
boy discovered It. Secret Service agents
arrested Schwing when he returned
from Florida, where he had been saying
goodby to relatives before returning
here to begin a one year term for
counterfeiting. Another counterfeiting
charge was brought against him this
week. (Las Vegas San)
Mr. B. Geason, accompanied by this
tame polecat gave an illustrated lec-
ture on otters and polecats to
Southampton's Natural History
Society. ( Southern, England, Echo )
Cleveland, the Ford campaign chair-
man. "A victory is a victory, par-
ticularly for an incumbent who is
making tough decisions ... against a
guy who can come out of the west and
make promises every day of the week."
There was another phase in the
primary, and Ford was winning that
decisively. With the vote count nearing
completion, delegates backing him for
the nomination led for 19 of the 21 seats
New Hampshire will have at the
Republican National Convention. — —
Carter led for 13 of the 17 Democratie
delegates, Udall for four.
Howard H. Callaway, Ford's national
campaign manager, said Reagan had
been beaten in his strongest northern
state. Reagan said he had done better
than anyone should have expected.
They can argue about that forever —
or at least until the next primary. The
fact is that Ford won, in a state where
Reagan enjoyed the ardent support of
the dominant newspaper, the Man-
chester Union-Leader, the backing of
Gov. Meldrim Thomson and a superior
campaign organization.
Reagan was campaigning today in
Illinois, which holds its primary March
16, but by nighttime, he is due in
Tampa, Fla. And the New Hampshire
loss may well lead him to intensify his
personal campaign in Florida.
"They told us that any kind of a
victory would help the President in
Florida," a Ford campaign strategist
said. "Well, we've given them any kind
of a victory."
The Reagan ploy had been to try to
hold Ford to the standard expected of
elected presidents. That's what did in
Lyndon B. Johnson eight years ago,
when he won the New Hampshire
primary but was rated a loser because
he only had a. seven point margin.
But Ford is not an elected President.
He holds office by appointment and
succession. The New Hampshire
primary was his first electoral test
outside the Grand Rapids, Mich.,
congressional district that 13 times
elected him to the House.
And Reagan, actually, has been on
both side of the argument, saying on
one hanti that he shouldn't be expected
to beat an incubment, and on the other
that he has the background to prove he
can win elections.
For what it's worth, there also is a bit
of history on Ford's side now. There
have been six previous presidential
preference primaries here and, in that
time, no candidate who did not win in
New Hampshire has made it to the
White House.
Across the ballot, Udall, the second-
place Democratic finisher, was
sounding a victory-indefeat theme not
unlike Reagan's. He said he has
emerged "as the leader of the
progressive center candidates in New
Hampshire," by which he means
everybody except Carter.
But Carter said his New Hampshire
victory was not a matter of ideology. He
said that might be the case later, in
Massachusetts or in Florida. He also
said that in a two-man race, he thinks
he could beat Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace easily.
And he added that he had proven that
being from the South wasn't the
campaign handicap some people
thought it would be.
Bayh claimed his third place New
Hampshire finish was gratifying.
Harris said he had hoped to do better
and thinks he will in Massachusetts.
Shriver said much the same thing.
And Harris had a word of explanation
for his No. 4 ranking:
"Our problem is that the little people
were not able to reach the vote levers."
[MARTIN
Heartline will be interviewing
notable people who wish to express
their viewpoints on subjects that will be
of interest to Heartline reader?. These
Interviews will be incorporated into the
Heartline column.
Heartllne's first interview was with
Miss Maggie Kuhn, a 70-year-old lady
crusader who is totally committed and
dedicated to the movement against
agism. As the principal founder and
national convener of the Gray Pan-
thers, Miss Kuhn is also on the board of
numerous organizations, such as the
National Consumers Law Center, The
Peoples' Fund, and the National
Memorial Society. She has recently
received the "Outstanding Consumer
Advocate Award" from the American
Speech and Hearing Association.
Maggie Kuhn, a woman who
possesses an extraordinary amount of
vitality, a great sense of humor and a
sincere commitment to social change
for the betterment of all kinds of people,
has carried her message to such
television shows as The Tomorrow
Show, The Tonight Show, Phil Donahue,
The Today Show, Mery Griffin, and
recently Barbara Walters' Not for
Women Only.
The interview with Miss Kuhn will be
printed in two parts; look for part two
in Friday's Heartline.
Heartline: There has been a great
deal of criticism towards the Social
Security program. Do you feel that the
program should be changed?
Miss Kuhn: I would hope that it could
be changed. I personally feel that
unless certain changes are made, the
Social Security system is going to be in
deep trouble because it is going to have
to bear the load of a large number of
people who have Social Security ear-
nings as their only income.
Heartline: What changes would you
suggest?
Miss Kuhn: We (the Gray Panthers)
are staunchly supporting and lobbying
to amend the present age
discrimination law making it illegal to
discriminate against people of any age,
especially in reference to employment,
ahcr tft prohibition under Social
Security that restricts yearly earnings
10 Years Ago
The State Senate today passed the bill
allowing Murray, Western, Eastern,
and Morehead State Colleges to become
Universities.
Larry McKenzie, son of Mrs. Boyd
Linn of Alm, has enlisted in the Air
Force and will take his basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Deaths reported include Leland (T-
Nine) Dunn, Mrs. Mary Boggess
Brown, Lois Dick, and Rue! Clark.
The Elm Grove Baptist Church has
been presented an organ by Ronald
Churchill in memory of his grand-
father, William Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Williams of the
Palestine Community observed their
58th wedding anniversary on February
23.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges was the speaker
at the luncheon meeting of the
Magazine Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
to $2,760. Also, there should be
payments into Social Security funding
from general revenues.
Heartline: Do you feel that older
Americans are discriminated against
because of age when it comes to em-
ployment?
Miss Kuhn: It is very difficult for a
person over 65 to find employment and
the fact that the arbitrary retirement
rule is so rigidly enforced and so
generally applied to the working force
makes it extremely difficult for people
who are even in their 405 and 50s to
relocate if they lose their jobs or are
layed off. I feel that too many elderly
people are pushed into retirement and
out of an active role in society, when
they still have so much to contribute.
Heartline: There are those who will
disagree with you and point out that
most corporations are run by people
over the age of 60, and members of
Congress who possess the most power
and influence are over 60; therefore,
this country is influenced greatly by
elderly citizens.
Miss Kuhn: My observation is that
most of these people above the age of
00, who are still in corporate power
positions, and certainly most older
members of Congress, do not, by and
large, identify with people like me, the
average American citizen.
Bible Thought
Fear thou not; for I am with thee;
be not dismayed; for I am thy God,
. . . Isaiah 41:10.
God does not promise us a life
free of cares or problems. Rather,
He has promised to be with us —
through thick or thin, good times
and bad. Now! Always!
Isn't It The Truth
What the House and the Senate are doing
to go through the motions of trying to cure
the awful ills of our country make us think
of the donkey that brayed when it should
have kicked, that ran away when it should
have stood stubborn like a mule, that in-
stead of acting like a jackass, acted like a
horse's.
20 Years Ago
Fred Faurot whose split-T strategy
gave Murray State three championship
football teams, has resigned as head
football coach to enter the dairy
business at Kirksville, Mo. Jim
Cullivan has been named to succeed
him as head coach with Bill Furgerson
also being added to the coaching staff.
Mrs. Ralph Woods of Murray is
serving on the state committee to select
the Kentucky Mother of the Year.
Dr. C. S. Lowry was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club, He was introduced by
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.
Births reported include a boy, Owen
Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs. Owen Castle
Garrison, and a boy, Anthony Wayne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ford Pritchett,
both on February 8.
Mrs. Chad Stewart, Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
and Mrs. Hugo Wilson of Murray will
model fashions for the show by the
Vanity Shop of Mayfield at Kenlake




Approximately four out of five
baby boys born in the United
States are circumcised.
An ad hoc task force of the
American Academy of
Pediatrics (APA) recently con-
cluded that 'there is no absolute
medical indication for routine
circumcision of the newborn -
Further, this same group
gated that Needing problems of
infancy, prematurity. intim, and
congenital defects are "absolute
contraindications" for circumci-
sion_
The task force found no con-
vincing scientific evidence that
circumcision has certain alleged
benefits .Thise authorities ques-
tioned' whether rircurnsion ac-
tually enhances sexual enjoy-
in later life Proof is lack-
tag that circumcision lesiern the
risk of cancer of the prostate or
reduces the incidence of cervical
cancer in sexual partners.
Genital cleanliness is regarded
Routine Circumcision
By F.J.L Skalingame, M.D.
by the task force at least as
effective again st male genital
cancer and venereal disease.
Admittedly. the practice of cir-
cumcision and its establishment
as a religious nte may have
been based in ancient tines as
an aid to keeping the penis clean
and comfortable. Experience
and observation may have led to
the conclusion that the "hooding"
and moisture of the foreskin
(prepuce) was associated with ir-
ntation, inflammation, odor, and
• It probably took only a few
operative- efforts on mature
males to convince them the
more appropriate time to
remove the Foreskin was during
early infancy Circumcision
became associated gradually
with a festive occasion that pre-
pares the Want for later man-
hood
Finally. the APA task force
concluded. 'A program leading
tovontinuing good personal hy-
giene weIik! offer alt the advan-
tages of routine circumcision
without the attendant surgical
nsk-
Proponents of circumcision
argue that the surgical risk is
minima/, that personal hygiene
and genital cleanlinect are more
easily discussed than put into
regular practice, and that these
advantages justify routine cir-
cumcision of the newborn.
Parents need to know that opi-
nions differ among physicians
regarding routine circumcision.
Therefore, they should dricuss
the matter with their physician.
Q. Mr. L.S. is in his SOB and has
heart trouble. He has pain in his
chest on exercise, such as walk-
irvA fast for several blocks, and
has to take nitroglycerin under
his tongue for pain relief. He un-
derstands that exercise is good
for heart trout* but wants to
know how he can exercise in his
condition.
A. While exercise is desirable.
even for perstms with heart trnu-
bk. and angina pectoris, such as
BLASINGAME 1
you descnbe, your exercise has
to be adjusted to your tolerance.
Beneficial exercise can likely be
taken more slowly and . for
;anger periods by you. Follow
your doctor's advice carefully.
not only in exercise tart also in
smoking, weight wMching, and
medication. Your physician may
suggest tests to see if you are a
candidate for a by-pass opera-
tion to try to improve the blood
supply to your heart
Q Mr. J G inquiris whether
any studies have been done to
show a relationship between
coffer corsumption and cancer
of the bladder
A No direct link has been
noted between coffee censurnp-
tion and bladder cancer in man.
A stiely made an rats fed instant
coffee solids for two years at a
daily average rate egaivalent to
95 CUgs of coffee in human terms
showed no evidence of bladder
cancer occurrence
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ONIONS . . ..3n.inBag49"
LEMONS.... D'31. 1311249'
Red
POTATOES .. 10 lb $129
CABBAGE lb 10'
Chefway
U oz.  
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SWITCHING HANDS-Mika Wells skews the proper move inside as he vses Ms left hand for tire
points in shooting over Keith Veneer (31) of Reidland. Also in the picture are tarry Snow (25)
end Fly Beane (35). The Laws fel 66-59 to Reidland, ranked second in the coaches poll and fir-
st in the Realism in the Utratinos.
(stuff Irlsotot irf Mike IL-widen)
( MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
PORT
Owners Approve Sale Which




owners have taken a giant
step towards keeping major
league baseball in San
Francisco this season, if and
when the season ever gets
started.
The owners, meeting for
over four hours in Chicago
Tuesday, voted to approve the
sale of the financially-troubled
Giants to a group headed by
San Francisco financier
Robert Lurie and former
Texas Rangers owner Bob
Short.
"We'll keep the Giants in
San Francisco forever,"
pledged Lurie. "If not, I
wouldn't be bidding for the
team. We have new ideas and
promotions. I am willing to
say right now that if we get the
club, we'll double the at-
tendance next season."
Assuming that season ever
gets underway. Marvin
Miller, head of the Players
Association, was to meet with
an owners committee in
Philadelphia today to try to
make some progress towards
settling their dispute, which
centers on the controversial
reserve clause.
Named To Help Harry
CHICAGO (AP) - Lorn
Brown, a 37-year-old
television sportscaster, was
named Tuesday to team with
Harry Caray on Chicago
White Sox radio and television
broadcasts.
The announcement was
made by Ed Morris, general
manager of UHF television
station Channel 44.
Morris said Brown and
Caray each will do half the




on Channel 44. The Chicagoan
previously has broadcast Iowa
Oaks, Bradley, Drake and
Illinois State basketball
games during a 15-year
Career.
Morris said Sox owner Bill
Veeck plans to have oc-
casional guest announcers,
such as Satchel Paige and
Maury Wills.
After a similar session in
New York Monday, presidents
Lee MacPhail of the American
League and Chub Feeney of
the National League said the
differences between the
owners and players over the
reserve clause were too great
to open the spring training
camps as scheduled. The
owners' player relations
committee also expressed a
willingness to forego the
regular season, if necessary.
The sale of the Giants for $8
million - Lurie would own 50
per cent, Short 25 per cent and
a Minneapolis conglomerate
25 per cent - was approved
with the proviso that certain
conditions involving both the
purchasers and the city of San
Francisco are met by March
1.
Feeney said if the conditions
- which were not disclosed -
are not fulfilled, the National
League owners would meet
again on the Giants matter. A
Toronto group has bid a
reported $13.25 million for the
team, but about $5 million of
that would go towards legal
fees should the city of San
Francisco sue to keep the
team from moving to Canada.
Feeney said the Giants' sale
was the only topic of
discussion at the Chicago
meeting, but added that the
National League would meet
again soon to discuss ex-
Wooden To Israel
NEW YORK (AP) - Nat
Holman, president of the
United States Committee on
Sports for Israel, said
Tuesday his organization Is
sending former UCLA
basketball Coach John
Wooden to Israel May 20-June
3 to conduct a series of
basketball clinics.
GENERAL
DECATUR, Ill. - Jack
Mintun, one of the orignal
members of the Decatur
Staleys football teeth that
became the Chicago Bears,
died at the age of NI.
HOUSTON -Former Texas
League baseball star and
manager Carey Selph, died at
the age of 74.
pension.
That came on the heels of a
report from Washington that
M. Donald Grant, chairman of
the board of the New York
Mets and chairman of the
major leagues' franchise
committee, was urging his
fellow owners to vote for
immediate expansion to
Washington.
The report, in Tuesday's
edition of the Washington
Star, said Grant had met with
certain National League
owners Monday night in
Chicago in an effort to per-
suade them to keep the Giants
in San Francisco and expand




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There are two observations
that can be made from
Calloway's County's 66-59 loss




deserve to be ranked second.
-The Lakers are much
better than their 4-17 record.
Which one is right?
"They deserve to be ranked
second," Laker Coach David
King said.
"They are one of the
quickest and most physical
teams I'vesed9this year. But,
High School
Cage Scores
By The Associated Press
Tuesday's Boys Games
Jeff. Ahrens 71, Oldham Co.
50
Jeff. Ballard 79, Jeff. Seneca
74
Jeff. Doss 69, Jeff. Fairdale
56
Portland Christian 62, Beth
Haven 55
Boone Co. 86, Grant Co. 75
Boyle Co. 68, Pulaski Co. 59
Clay Co. 75, Wolfe Co. 66
Hickman Co. 60, Sedalia 45
LaRue Co. 74, Nelson Co. 68
Lowes 94, Paducah St. Mary
e2
West Hopkins 59, Webster Co.
55
Bourbon Co. 62, Montgomery
Co. 59
Campbell Co. 67, Pendleton
Co. 66
Bell Co. 77, Whitley Co. 55
Casey Co. 88, Laurel Co. 75
Cawood 12.4, PineitlUe 78
Dixie Heights 65, Barren Co.
58
F I em ing Neon 83, Dorton 79
COT)
Fairview 97, U. Breckinridge
68
North Hardin 102, Bullitt Cen-
tral 77
Paris 69, Richmond Madison
64
Pikeville 66, Prestonsburg 50
Sheldon Clark 106, Belfry 71
Butler 76, Jeff. Westport 56
Jeff. Eastern 58, Fern Creek
52
Jeff. Male 84, Bath Co. 52
Jeff. Pleasure Ridge 64, Jeff
Stuart 51
Jeff. Southern 61, Jeff. West
ern 55
Jeff. Moore 87, Jeff. Wagge
ner 79
Bardstown 49, Marion Co. 45
Eminence 62, Trimble Co. 45
Hazard 79, Lew Co. 62
Elizabethtown 86, Taylor Co
70
Henry Co. 36, Gallatin Co. 35
Caldwell Co. 110, Cuba 47
Owensboro 92, Henderson 48
Bowling Green 77, Russell-
ville 33
Christian Co. 92, Warren East
67
Warren Central 69, Allen Co..
Scottsville 59
Carlisle Co. 97, Ballard Me
morial 89 (0T)
Reidland 66, Calloway Co. 59
Wing° 80, Fulton 73
Lone Oak 79, Fulton Co. 73
Mayfield 61, Marshall Co. $2
Knott Co. Central 84, Breath-
itt 75
Lincoln Co. 65. McCreary Co.
59
Union Co. 92, Lyon Co 53
Richmond Model 72, Frank
fort 59
Nicholas Co. 73, Augusta 64
Erlanger Lloyd 64, Erlanger
S. Henry 46
Simon Kenton 91, William-
stown 49
Johnson Central 90, Louisa 53
Daviess Co. 80, Henderson
Co. 78
Hopkinsville 56, Greenville 54
Apollo 110, Hancock Co. 6.5
FIRM LOCK -Rairland's 6-4 Mike Peden has a firm Isci on
this rebound eider the Lairs' goal as Greg Byars (51) trier to
grapple the hall away.
on the other hand, we aren't as
bad as our record shows.
We've known that all the way
along."
Calloway came out at the
outset of the contest and tried
to slow down the ball. The
result was destructive.
After trailing 8-6 at the end
of the first period, the Lakers
were unable to hold on to the
ball and fell apart in the
second frame. Reidland led by
as much as 15 points before
settling for a 31-20 halftime
lead.
"We tried to slow the ball
,down and go for the inside
shot," King said.
"We used the same type of
game plan we used against
Cairo and Tilghman. In 28
trips down the floor in the first
half, we had 14 turnovers.
Then in our first four trips in
the third quarter, we had
three turnovers.
Site Selected
KANSAS CITY (AP) - The
World Championship Tennis
match boasting the richest
prize in doubles competition
moves to Kansas City this
spring.
Lamar Hunt, a director of
the WCT, said Tuesday that
Kansas City was selected as
the site of the April 2S-May 2
$100,000 doubles cham-
pionship. This is the fourth
year of the championship
match, which has always been
played outside the United
States.
The final championship
match is to be televised live
nationally. Eight teams will
qualify for the tournament,
with ... the winning pair
receiving a $40,000 purse. Last
year's champions, Brian
Gottfried and Raul Ramirez,
are considered prime
contenders.
-In the rest of the game, we
made only two. A running
team will make turnovers. But
if you are playing deliberate
ball, you shouldn't make that
many.
"I thought we were a good
ballhandling team but after
tonight, I don't know if we are
or not," King added.
Even with the horrible start,
the Lakers fought back and at
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Calloway County might be
able to carry the momentum
to the end and pull out a win.
Down 44-30, the Lakers
started running late in the
third period. A string of eight
consecutive points, four by
junior guard Tommy Futrell,
left the Lakers trailing 44-38
going into the last quarter.
It was anybody's game
during the last seven minutes.
At the 1:42 mark of the
game, Futrell cashed in two
charity tosses and the Leiters
trailed just 56-53. Then came
one of the turning points.
Just 12 seconds after Futrell
hit the free throw, senior
David Williams came up with
a steal and drove a two-on-one
fastbreak. The ball rolled off
the rim and teammate Greg
Byars was out of position on
the rebound battle and fouled
Keith Vasseur who hit two free
throws for his only points of
the game.
That gave the Greyhounds a
58-53 edge. Futrell promptly
banged a 15-footer that made
it a three-point game before 6-
4 senior Barry Snow hit a
three-point play with just
under a minute left to give the
'Hounds a 61-55 lead.
Senior reserve Don
McCuiston scored on a layup
to cut the Reidland lead to four
and then with 33 seconds left in
the game, Snow hit on another
three-point play and that iced
it for Reidland.
Barry Snow finished with 24
points and 16 rebounds in an
outstanding performance' to•
pace the Greyhounds.
"He's done it for us all
year," said Reidland Coach
Bob Varmerson.
"Barry wins games for us
with his offense, his defense
and his rebounding."
What happened to Reidland
after they got out to a 16-point
lead?
"We got up by 16 and let up a
little on defense. We let them
penetrate to the inside and get
second shots we shouldn't
even allow.
"There were a lot of holes in
our defense away from the
ball, Vannerson added.
From the field, the Lakers
won the game 54-48. But from
the line, Calloway attempted
only nine shots and hit five
while the Greyhounds were
sinking 18 of 21 free throw
attempts.
Mike Wells, who grabbed off
seven rebounds for Calloway,
led the smiting with 17 points
in one of his best games of the
season while Futrell added 14.
David Williams, who had
seven rebounds, added 12
points while center Greg
Byars, who fouled out late in
the game, had eight points and
six rebounds.
Reidland, enjoying its best
season since 1962, improves its
season mark to 19-5. The
Greyhounds will not play
again until a week from
Friday when they meet the
winner of the Tilghman-St.
Mary game in the Second
District semifinals.
The Lakers will close their
regular season at home
Friday when they host Hick-
man County.
fit ft 9( iP
B.Snow le 4 2 34
Puckett 5 5 4 15
Bespeak 0 3 1 3
Tidwell 4 1 5
E.,. Snow 5 3 3 13
Vassar 0 1 0 2
Totals 34 11 15 41$
Gellewey
fg ft pi tp
Wells I4 17
Beane 2 0 3 4
BYaril 3 2 5 1
Futrell 8 3 .2 14
Williams IS 0 3 12
McCuiston 1 0 4 4
Stameon 9 0 0 $
Totals V 5 21 St
Reiriland 8 23 13 n-es
Calknray 6 14 II 21-5$
ATTENTION
LADIES
you are invited to attend a
FREE COOKING SCHOOL ON
LITTON MICROWAVE OVENS
If you own a microwave oven or plan to purchase
one in the next 11 months this school is a must!
Miss Carolyn Jenkins
UTTON'S HOME ECONOMIST
will conduct the school and will also answer any and all
questions on Microwave Cooking. This is yotif opportunity
to find out about the miracle of Microwave Cooking and
Litton's newest revolution that has swept the country,
VAR' COOL
What: LITTON MICROWAVE OVEN COOKING SCHOOL
When: 1:00 PM, Friday, February 27th
Where: HODGE and SON APPLIANCE INC., 205 S. 5th
Who's Anyone who owns a microwave oven
Invited: or is thinking of purchasing one.
Questions: Any questions concerning this school
and reservations please call:
Mr. George Hodge: 7534669
Hodge and Son
205 S. 5th
Call now for this most complete
Cooking School on Microwave Ovens












































































































lit tt4 P12 LP
5 5 4 15
0 3 1 3
4 1 5 9
5 3 3 13
0 2 0 2
34 19 15 1116
fg ft pf tp








$ 22 13 211-41
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Mayfield Grabs 61-52
Victory Over Marshals
Host Mayfield finally got
over the .500 mark for the first
time this season as the Car-
dinals turned back Marshall
County 61-52 Tuesday night.
It was the sefond time this.
season the Marshals have
fallen to Mayfield. In an
earlier meeting, Mayfield
edged the Marshals 70-69 in a
double overtime.
Marshall County lost the
game in the first half.
The Cardinals, who never
trailed, zipped out to a 4-0 lead
on buckets by Joey Shelton
and Don Hubbard. By the end
of the first period, Mayfield
was coasting along with a 15-8
cushion.
The two teams traded
baskets at the outset of the
second period to put Mayfield
in a 17-10 lead. Shelton hit a 20-
footer, Spencer Byrn added a
free throw, Hill hit another 20-
footer and Hubbard scored
from inside and with 4:38 left
in the half, the Cardinals led
24-10.
At halftime, Mayfield held a
comfortable 29-16 cushion.
The lead varied from eight
to 13 points in the third frame
as the Cardinals carried a 43-
33 lead into the last quarter.
Mike Rosa popped a 20-
footer at the 3:40 mark of the
last frame to cut the Mayfield
lead to seven at 5144. Then
Mayfield went on another
scoring spree to wrap up the
win.
Eric Berhow scored from
inside, Hubbard added a 10-
footer, Hill hit from inside and
Shelton scored on a layup and
with just under two minutes
left in the contest, Mayfield
led 59-44.
The most excitement in the
contest came in the final
minute when the Cardinals
were hit with a technical foul
and shortly afterwards,
Marshall County was slapped
with two technicals.
David Reed's 16 points
paced the scoring for Marshall
County while Rosa added 15.
For Mayfield, Hill had 19,
Shelton 16 and Hubbard added
15.
Marshall County drops to ti-
le with the loss and will host
CHARGING FOUL—Don McCeisten (43) of the Lams was
called for a charging feel as he drove to the baseline and pat
up this shot. The host, which went kr the basket, did not covet
as the officials ruled the chargacame before the skit.
(Stuff Photos by no troodas)
Ballard Memorial in a
makeup contest Thursday at
South Marshall. Friday, the
Marshals will visit Trigg
County.
Mayfield will close out its
regular season Friday when
they visit powerful Christian
County.
fg ft pf 4)
Hill 9 1 5 19
Section 2 1 2 5
Hubbard 5 3 15
Machell .2 0 4
Shelton 7 2 16
Stratton 0 1 0
Byrn 0 0 0
Sim 1 0 2
Totals 36 13 61
Marshall I I 1 19-52





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ten years after his first
coaching assignment at
Kentucky, Joe Hall is working
with another bunch of runts.
But this year's Kentucky
basketball team sports a
record not nearly as lustrous
as the 1965-66 Wildcats,
dubbed "Rupp's Runts"
because Coach Adolph Rupp
didn't have a starter taller
than 6-5
Hall was an assistant on that
team and his physical con-
ditioning program was con-
sidered a major factor in that
team's 27-2 record and
secondplace finish in the
NCAA Tournament.
The 1975-76 Wildcats won't
play in the NCAA Tournament
this year, not with a 12-10
overall record and a 7-7 mark
in the Southeastern Con-
ference. But Hall hopes the
Cats can finish 16-10 and
perhaps earn a spot in the
National Invitation
Tournament.
"But that seems to be a
pretty tall order," said Hall.
Still, he thinks his small,
youthful team is playing its
best ball after shooting 65 per
cent from the field in weekend
victories over Florida and
Auburn.
Early in the SEC season,
Kentucky lost two of its three
6-11 sophomores — Rick
Robey injured a knee and
Danny Hall quit school — and
the Cats faced depth and
height problems. Only Mike
Parent Makes Comeback But
Flyers Manage Only To Tie
By The Associated Press
Bernie Parent is back — but
is that really him?
Parent was greeted with a
standing ovation from the
crowd at the Capital Centre
when he skated to the
Philadelphia Flyers' nets for
the first time in 10 mcnths. But
the goalie who played Tuesday
night was just a shadow of the
netminder who blanked the
explosive Buffalo Sabres 2-0 in
the last game of the Stanley
Cup finals back on May 29.
"It felt good to be back, but I
know I'm not in condition now
and not really ready to piay,"
said Parent following the 5-5
tie between the Flyers and the
Washington Capitals. The
lowly Caps managed just 19
shots on goal, but five of them
eluded Parent.
With 5-4,2 weeks remaining in
the regular season, Parent's
goal is to play his way into top
form for the playoffs.
Former Flyer Bob Sirois
skorAd two goals for
Wadiffigton, which jumped
out to a 3-0 lead against Parent
on goals by Ron Lalonde,
Sirois and Hartland Monahan.
The Flyers tied the score on
goals by Dave Schultz, Orest
Kindrachuk and Gary Dor-
nhoefer, then went ahead on
Fteggie Leach's 44th goal of
the season. at 8:53 of the final
period.
The Capitals came right
back 52 seconds later, tying
the score on a goal by
defenseman Pete acamurra.
Sirois' power playl goal put
Washington ahead at 12:56,
but Tom Bladon salvaged a tie
for the Flyers with a goal at
14:37.
Islanders 7, North Stars!
Denis Potvin scored two
firstperiod goals and later
added three assists to power
the Islanders past Minnesota.
Ed Westfall also scored twice
for the Islanders, reaching the
200-goal plateau for his
career.
Canadiens I, Blues!
Store Shutt scored twice and
Guy Lafleur raised his
NHL-leading point total to 90
with a goal and two assists for
Montreal
Black Hawks 4, Canucks I
Chicago moved six points
ahead of Vancouver in the
Smythe Division, helped by
second-period goals by John
Marks and Ivan Boldirev.
Nerdiques 4, Acres I
Marc Tardif scored his 55th
and 56th goals of the season
and added one assist to pace
Quebec's triumph. He leads
the MIA in scoring with 112
points.
Stingers 9, Toro,
Murray Myers scored three
goals and Dennis Sobchuk
added two goals and three
assists as Cincinnati out-
scored Toronto before a crowd
of 5,004, the Toros' lowest
attendance ever at Maple Leaf
Gardens.
The Toros are now winless
In their last 16 games, a WHA
record.
Cowboys!, Oilers 3
Steve nun goal at 18:32 of
the third period gave Calgary
the tie. Edmonton goalie Dave
Dryden made 41 eaves, but
bobbled a soft shot to set up
the tying goal.
SCOOPING LATUP—Dovkl Wiliam of the takers scoops op
the boll and lays it in for two of his 12 points in the C.•11oway
loss to Midland Teesdoy. Watching for Reidlend is Keith
Sassier (31).
Phillips, the third 6-11
sophomore, is taller than 6-5.
Hall says he sees the
similarities between this team
and the original Runts "when
Mike's out, when we have to
rely on that style of play."
With Phillips on the bench,
Kentucky "zones more with
the smaller team and we're
fastbreaking more and
looking for early offense," he
added.
-"We lack the outside
shooting that the '66 team had
and that hurts quite a bit,"
said Hall, who may be tem-
pted to change that statement
on the strength of the last two
games.
When Phillips is out, Hall
witches sophomore forward
James Lee into the pivot. "He
does alright," Hall said. "He
enjoys playing that position."
Bothered by inexperience in
the first half of the season, Lee
has progressed noticeably in
recent games. He scored 35
points in the weekend vic-
tories while hitting 14 of 18
shots.
• "I think my confidence is a
lot better," said Lee after the
Auburn victory. "I think I've
come along in some respects
this year but I've got a lot
more to learn."
Phillips, Lee and the other
smallish starters — 6-5 for-
ward Jack Givens and 6-2
guards Truman Claytor and
Picked In Draft
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
(AP) — Mark Sterapoli, star
soccer player for Western
New England College, was
chosen by the Rhode Island
Oceaneers in the third round
of the American Soccer
League draft.
The Old Tappan, N.J.,
senior is scheduled to report to
the Oceaneers' training camp
In East Providence, R.I.,
Sunday.
Sterapoli led Western New
England to a Northeast
regional championship last
year in the National
Association of Intercollegiate





approved the sale of the
National League San Fran-
cisco Giants to two local
financiers.
HOCKEY
TORONTO — An Ontario
provincial court judge ordered
Detroit Red Wing forward
Dan Maloney to stand trial for
assault, stemming from an
altercation with Toronto's
Brian Glermie Nov. 5.
QUEBEC CITY — Steve
Sutherland of the. Quebec
Nordiques was suspended
Indefinitely for an altercation
In 30nday's World Hockey
League game.
GOODriEAR
Larry Johnson — have
benefitted from Hall's con-
ditioning program. "They're
conditioning is surprisingly
good. With our lack of depth,
we've had to go longer with
our starters than we ever have
since I've been here and














team either beats you into
submission, or bores you to
death. In either case, the Tar
Heels manage to win.
Tuesday night was time for
one of those notorious four-
corner delays, a North
Carolina specialty that puts
the opposition into a deep
freeze and the crowd to sleep.
The means justified the end
as usual, and the boys in
Carolina blue defeated North
Carolina State 91-79 to win the
Atlantic Coast Conference's
regular-season championship.
"We can beat them,"
snickered the Wolfpect's
Kenny Carr. "They're just a
bunch of foul shooters."
But that's the point.
The Tar Heels sit on a lead
as well as anybody in the
country and while playing
catch on the perimeter of their
half of the court, dare the
opposition to foul them. Then,
someone like Phil Ford makes
16 shots in a row — like he did
Tuesday night.
"I was extremely pleased
with this team," said North
Leads Cash List
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — Earl




standings last year, is back on
top in this week after winning
$8,000 in the AMF Classic at
Garden City, L.I., last
Saturday.
Anthony hasn't won a
tournament this year but has
been runnerup three times
and now has earned $13,400.
Wayne Zahn of Tempe, Ariz.,
is second with $18,940,
followed by Roy Buckley of
Columbus, Ohio, $18,402; Jim
Stefanich of Joliet, Ill.,










Carolina Coach Dean Smith.
"But our goal is winning the
(ACC) tournament. You
notice that we scored well
from the four comers' offense
— and I did say offense."
The tactic might have
beaten him but didn't impress
North Carolina State Coach
Norm Sloan. In fact he
preferred to talk about his own
offense, particularly Carr,
who scored 33 points.
"If there's a better one than
Carr, name him," Sloan said.
"Let's play one-on-one and I'll
bet my coliseum against
North Carolina's."
While North Carolina was
winning the ACC, Texas A&M
was tying a rope around the
Southwest Conference
championship. The No. 20
Aggies, only other ranked
team in action Tuesday night,
beat Rice 98-87 to clinch at
least a tie for the SWC crown.
Elsewhere, Army beat
Merrimack 84-73; VW ripped
Central Wesleyan 85-48;
Canisiiis stymied St. Joseph's,
Pa., 77-71; Northeast
Louisiana whipped Lamar 90-
67; Providence walloped
Rhode Island 85-68; Houston
nipped SMU 100-98; Arkansas
routed Baylor 88-84 and
Fairfield outscored Iona 87-82.
Ray Roberts scored 32
points to lead Texas A&M over
Rice for the Aggies' second
straight Southwest Con-
ference basketball title. The
vietory, which- abed Texas
A&M's second delitight 20-
victory season, gave Coach
Shelby Metcalf his fourth SWC










threats to the league leader.
Alabama limits opponents
to 66.4 points per game and
allows them to hit only 42.8 per
cent of their field goal tries.
And the Tide grabs 46
rebounds per game.
Those all are SEC-leading
statistics.
On offense, Tennessee
scores 82 points per
game—second to Louisiana
State's 83—by hitting 50.7 per
cent of its field goal attempts
and 70.6 per cent of its shots
from the free throw line.
The Vole' field goal
percentage is tops in the SEC
and its free throw average is
fourth.
Vanderbilt is tops in free
throws, and sixth in the
nation, with 76.6 per cent. The
Commodores are second in
SEC field goal accuracy with
49.4 per cent.
Kentucky allows opponents
the fewest rebounds, 35.7 per
game, and Florida gives foes
only 64.8 per cent of their free
throw shots.
Alabama is one-half game in
front of Tennessee in the
league standings. Barns has
won 12 and lost two, while the
Vols are 12-3. The teams clash
on regional television from
Tuscaloosa Saturriay af-
ternoon.
Vandy is third in the race
with an 11-3 chart. Playing
follow the leaders are, in
order, Auburn, Kentucky,
Georgia, Florida, Mississippi
State, LSU and Ole Miss.
The statistics were com-




Fits models of Vega, Pinto,
Falcon, Mustang II and others
'
Cushion Belt Polyglas'
Double fiberglass belts hold tread firm to reduce
wear-producing squirm, help keep tread grooves
open for good traction. Double polyester cord
























-iwssemmumoswr Whitewalls $3 to $3.76 more, depending on size. Whites available in larger sizes.
8 Ways t o Buy
• Cash • Seedsow gereeig !barge
• Ow Ilwo CoMwer reit Flee
• Meier C hoeie i
• M:eliseSir* Cara
• Swim • limn CM
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price Priests As Show. At Goodyear Sonvioa St
ionss.
Lube and Oil Change
$ 88 Up to 5 qts of majorbrand 10/30 grade NI.10/40 grade 41.50 extra
• Complete chassis
'lubrication & oil change
Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Inch:dips light trucks
• With electronic equipment our
mechanics fine-tune your engine.
Installing new points. plugs a
condenser • Helps maintaht
smooth running engine for maxi-
mum gas mileage • Includes Dal-
sun. Toyota. VW a light trucks
Brakes
liour Choice
2 -Most Front Dios: Install n•w
front dim broke pads • Repack and
inspect front 'wheel blaring" • In-
spect hydraulic system and rotors
(does not Include rear wheels)
•-Whorl Mum -Typo: Install new
brake linings all four wheels • Re
pack front wheel besrings • Inspect
brake hydraulic system. add fluid
Regular Store Hours: Mon. titrosegit furs., 7:30 to 6:00—Fri. 7:30 90 1:00—Sot. 7:30
90 6:00
Mos. 753-0595
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Too Many 'Ifs' In
By BILL BENDRIeK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
"I think there are some things
we need to learn," says
Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner Thomas 0.
Harris of the state's efforts to
exterminate millions of pesky
blackbirds.
He commented Tuesday —
one day after returning from
Bowling Green, in south-
western Kentucky, where a
controversial chemical, PA-
14, was sprayed on a large
blackbird roost Sunday night.
It was the second time this
year the chemical, designed to
kill the birds, has been used. It
also was the second time that
hopes for success failed to
materialize.
A low flying helicopter
doused about two million
blackbirds at Bowling Green
with the chemical. Tem-
peratures were in the 30s, an
irrigation system had been set
up on the ground to drench the
birds with water after the
application of the chemical.
If the birds are soaked with
the chemical in cold weather,
then are drenched with water,
they are supposedly left
vulnerable to the tem-
peratures. And that is sup-
posed to kill them.
Harris says there are too
many "ifs" involved, that it
seldom rains and is cold
enough at the same time for
the spraying program to be a
success. He said he would
consider a bird kill operation
successful if 80 per cent of the
birds in a roost were
eradicated.
That hasn't happened. At
Bowling Green, Harris
estimated that 15 per cent of
the birds were killed. At
Russellville, where a large
bird roost was sprayed with
the chemical Feb. 5, the
number of dead birds was not
figured by percentage. Only a
handful out of an estimated
eight million starlings and
blackbirds died as a result of
the spraying.
Harris, however, says the
state isn't giving up, that more
roosts — including the one at
Russellville — will be sprayed
before the birds begin
outmigrating, if that's
possible. They begin leaving
in early spring, and spring-
like weather already has come
to Kentucky.
Harris said it won't last and
that it will be cold enough until
mid April for the birds — an
estimated 77 million of them in
Kentucky — to be sprayed.
But wildlife officials say by
April roost of the birds have
left for points north and west.




























and for causing millions of
dollars in crop and livestock
losses annually.
Officials are clearly worried
that unless cold weather
returns soon they will have the
same problem to face next
fall, and it could be worse.
To say the birds are prolific
is an understatement, ac-
cording to Coburn Gayle, a
state pest control specialist.
Harris said PA-14 has been
used only twice to achieve an
80 per cent bird kill. But he
emphasized that the con-
ditions must be ideal for the
foamy chemical detergent to
be successful on the birds.
At Bowling Gowns LI bird':
apparently fluttered from one
branch to another when the
irrigation system that was
supposed to drench them with
water was turned on. Their
fluttering saved them.
In any case, "it was a whole
lot of dead birds in that road,"
Harris commented. "I'm sure
they couldn't get through that
jungle to get them (deed
birds) all out, but Mr.
(Charles) Hume had some
men picking up birds. They
had one dumptruck load that
they hauled out of there."
Hume is administrator of
the Bowling Green-Warren
County Department of Health.
Eight roosts have been
approved by the U.S.
Department of Interior to be
sprayed with the chemicaL
Seven of them are small
enough to be irrigated from
the ground.
"We may not have any more
weather to try it at all, but
when and if we do we are
ready to go at Glasgow and the
entire roost will be irrigated,"
Harris said. "If that doesn't
succeed we will try again,
those people are interested
and worried."
Harris said he was
"disappointed at the results=
far.
"I don't know that we are
ever going to get it ( an 80 per
cent id11) with PA-14," Harris
said. "But II tell you, it is
difficult to catch the weather
when its perfect and have rain
at the same time, because





Kentucky and Tennessee to
use the chemical detergent to
eradicate large con-
centrations of blackbirds.
Women veterans who at-
tended school under the GI
Bill between June 1, 1966 and
October 24, 1972, are reminded
they have less than six months
to file claims for a special VA
payment equalizing benefits
with male veterans who were
married while in training.
Deadline for filing is July 1,
1976. Payment averages about
$30 per month for women vets
in training and married at that
time. Women veterans who
trained since October 1972
have already been paid, as
have women veterans who
proved to VA while they were
in training that their husbands
were permanently disabled
and incapable of self-support.
More than 55 per cent of all
money spent by the Veterans
Administration on
Procurement in fiscal year
1975 went to small business
firms.
The Lamplighter In Mardi will feature o deuont
ful addition to their atmosphere on Thursday and
Sunday evenings. Mr. Von Valentine and his violin
Mr. Valentine is a long time res.dent of Calloway
County. He'll play your special requests on his eon
Wiring strings. loin us and enjoy delitious food
and Von s delightful v•olin looking forward to
seeing you in March.
Open 5 to 10 p.m.
Thurs., Fri., Sot.











Whirlpool - Capitol Victorian
$250,000®
Fine Furniture
In Stock To Choose From
162 Recliners & Chairs
114 Sofas & Love Seats
33 Dining Room Suites
54 Bedroom Suites
SALE
Open House This Stinday
1 to 5 P. M.
$1000°° in FREE Gifts
Just Come In And Look Us Over
Free Coffee-Donuts-Cookies-Cokes
Open House This Sunday
From 1 p.m. to p. m.
We invite everyone to come in this Sunday and
see our store. Browse around and look over our
fine furniture
FREE Prizes to Win












Our Low Overhead Lets Us Make
Better Deals (Anyone over 5'8" Beware!)
Genii* gad Toffy Sykes, Mgrs. of hlarliot 414 lemitore I Purl, wish to Mho *is oppeettedilf to
think ow soy cakgseen sod friends for tho spies& Wilms that yois have gives es for the pest
year. her ths nest ten gooks we pledge to give the host %rebore dash we hove fiver gives.
Bean Bags $9" Special Pictures $3"
Solid Wood Tables .$1995 Bar & 2 Stools $79"
Decantor Wine Sets .$5" 5 Pc. Dinette Suite $69"
Sloppy Joe
4 pc. Sofa Living Room Suits





















$ 7 , 1 I
8 pc. Dining Room Suite






















• Free Sunday Only
- 
.. Racquets 1 Bicycle
1st 100 People
A Cedar Chest Bank
Free Delivery - 30 Day Lay Away
Paris, Tenn
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Basic Health Mechanics
Day Slated At University
Is your "energy gear" low? Do you
have a "spare tire" around the middle?
Are your health "signals" on dim? Is
Your "heartometer" regulated? Would
you like to plan for better mileage for
your "body engine?"
Go to the Murray State SUB Station
and "fill up" with information to help
you to become aware of your potential
for making friends with your body.
Learn how to prevent "transmission"
trouble.
"Basic Health Mechanics Day" is
being coordinated by Lanette Thur-
man, Director of the Personal Enrich-
ment Center in an effort to provide
opportunities for "edncating the total
person." It is co-sponsored by MSU
Health Services of which Judith Hood,
Univtisity physician, is director.
Consultants will include Dr. Hood, lab
technicians, dieticians and people who
are knowledgeable in nutrition, weight
co"ntroi, exercise, eye 
and ear
screetung, -drugs, alcohol, mental
health, family planning, veneral
disease, cancer detection, health in-
lo*t,,e....rossaroasr..~9(ak
surance, habit control, (smoking and
eating), first aid, emergencies and
many physical symptomatic eon-
ditions. Nurses will measure blood
pressure and eye charts will be
available.
Mrs. Sue Hopkins, health educator of
MSU, will provide information on
numerous health topics. Mrs. Anne
Flood, RD., Murray Hospital, will
distribute diets ( 800, 1000, 1500 calories)
designed for Winslow Cafeteria for the
week of March 1-7. Mrs. Joanne Har-
man will offer a class in weight control
for interested persons who wish to
enroll and students may sign up for
exercise workshops.
Additionally, future workshops will
be offered on habit control, first aid, **"
family planning and others if interest is
indicated. Participation in workshops
will be free and you may register for
them on Thursday.
Open to the community and free,
-Basic Health Mechanics" will be held
on Thursday, February 26th from 11
a.m. until 5 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.
Psychiatrist Says Patty Was
'Confused, With No Identity'
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
Patricia Hearst was a con-
fused young woman with "a
variety of behaviors" and
irtually no identity of her
own in the weeks after her
arrest, says a court-appointed
chiatrist.
Dr. L.J. West, a professor of
chiatry and an expert on
rimier of war torture, spent
entire day Tuesday on the
stand at Miss Hearst's
forbank robbery.
Asst. U.S. Atty. David
Bancroft, who repeatedly
questioned West's in-
tions of Mist Hearst's




y defense counsel F. Lee
, West portrayed Miss
earst as a "shattered"
urvivor of a 19-month ordeal
n the terrorist underground.
West said Tuesday that Miss
earst, who had been given
name ' 'Tanta ' - by her
Synibionese Liberation Army
captors after she proclaimed
her allegiance to the terrorist
band and took part in the bank
robbery, became "Pearl" for
much of her time in the un-
derground.
Miss Hearst testified earlier
that SLA member Emily
Harris gave her the name
"Pearl" after the May 17,
1974, shootout in which six
SLA members died in Los
Angeles.
West said the heiress had
made a "remarkable im-
provement" in her condition
in the past few months but still
showed signs of anxiety and
the fear for her life that
characterized much of her
own testimony.
West was one of three
psychiatrists appointed by
U.S. District Court Judge
Oliver J. Carter last fall to
help determine whether Miss
Hearst was competent to
stand trial. He spent a total of
23 hours examining the 22-
year-old defendant and was
called as a witness for the
defense. -
The other two experts who
examined her on behalf of the
court have not testified at the
enate Is Debating On
Length Of Daylight Time
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate is debating whether
Daylight Saving Time should
be extended to eight months,
as it was last year, or whether
it should run for six months or
less.
Unless Congress acts, the
country automatically goes
back on six months of stall--
dart time and six months of
DST. This means Daylight
Saving now is set to run from
April 25 to Oct. 31.
If Daylight Saving is ex-
tended to eight months under
a bill before the Senate, it
would run from March 7 to
Nov. 14.
The eight-month option —
phis an additional week in
November to avoid changing
times in the last week of the
presidential election cam-
paign — is thought to have the
edge in the Senate. But similar
legislation is bottled up in the
House Commerce Committee,
leading some observers to
doubt whether any bill can
pass Congress this year.
Congress began ex-
perimenting with longer
Daylight Saving Time periods
as an energy-saving effort
during the Arab oil boycott of
1973. The experiment started
by extending DST through the
entire year. For the next two
years it ran for eight months.
Sens. Herman E. Talmadge,
[).Ga., and Wendell Ford, D-
Ky., both called for the defeat
of any extension of Daylight
Saving Time that would in-
clude the winter months. Ford
has proposed cutting it back to
five months.
Ford sounded the traditional
refrain of opponents of DST




Tuesday to discredit West's
sympathetic picture of Miss
Hearst and elicited the fact
the psychiatrist had written
the Hearst family months
before he ever met the
defendant.
West defended his letter to
Randolph and Catherine
Hearst as "one parent to
another," written sometime
while Miss Hearst was sought
as a fugitive.
"I think I expressed some
sympathy and told them they
should not despair of their
daughter's condition because
if she were ever returned to
them alive she might be in a
condition to be helped and
possibly defended," he said.
Heart . . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Outland; Pine Bluff Shores,
Hamlin and Keniana Sitores:
Mrs. Richard Smart; Pot-
tertown Road: Mrs. Jackie
Byerly, Janet Byerly, Bar-
bara Campbell, and Ruth Ann
Futrell; N. 16th Ext.: O.B.
Boone and Boy Scout Troops.
New Providence: Mrs.
Anton Herndon; New
Providence & Locust Grove
Road: Mrs. Danny Pittman
and Mrs. Grundy Falwell;
Oaks Country Club Road:
Mrs. Lester Coheen; South
Pleasant Grove Road: Mrs.
Steve Knott.
Stella: T. C. Hargrove;
Tobacco Road: Mrs. Gerald
Coles; Van Cleave Road: Mrs.
Dale McBee; Riviera Courts:
Mrs. Kenneth Keller and Mrs.
Max Canady; New Concord
Highway: Mrs. Lloyd
Thompson; Penny: Mrs. J. B.
Burkeen; Ky. Lake Sub-
division, Lynhurst Resort, and
Lynwood Subdivision: Mrs.
Ernest White.
If no one is at home when the
volunteer calls, the person will
leave an envelop for your
contribution to be sent c-o the
local postmaster. "We ask
that you receive these workers
and give in a generous way,"

































Here's What World Famous
Dale Carnegie Training Can
Do For You
• Increase Poise And Confidence
*Speak Effectively
*Sell Yourself and Your Ideas
*Be Yourself Vrith Any Group
*Remember Names
•Be A Better Conversationalist
•Develop Your Hidden Abilities
Glom That Better Job, More Income
*Mink And Speak On Your Feet
*Control Fear And Worry DALE CARNEGIE
FOUNDER*
Presented by lockyeas forum




Choose Milk Chocolate, Almond, Krac-
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Ford Names Scranton To United Nations
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Ford today is
naming William W. Scranton,
former governor of Penn-
sylvania, to be U.S. am-
bassador to the United
Nations.
The President invited
reporters to a 10:30 a.m. EST
meeting in the Oval Office at
he White House with Scranton
and Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
who has resigned as U.N.
ambassador.
There was no immediate
announcement of Scranton's
appointment, but ad-
ministration sources said the
former governor would be
named to the U.N. post at that
time.
Moynihan, whose outspoken
speeches at the United
Nations aroused controversy,
Submitted his resignation Feb.
2, citing a desire to return to
teaching at Harvard
University at the end of this
month to avoid losing his
tenure.
But Moynihan also indicated
privately that he was not
happy with what he regarded
as lack of support in
Washington, especially'at the
State Department, where he
said some officials were
displeased by his tactics.
However, Ford has said that
Moynihan's successor at the
United Nations would "follow
the same policy of challenging
some of the third or fourth
world powers, calling a spade
a spade."
"Obviously .there aren't
many Pat Moynihans when it
comes to flair and flam-
boyance, but the basic policy
will be identical," Ford told
reporters earlier this month.
Some Moynihan critics said
that his caustic language,
especially against developing
nations, was often coun-
terproductive to the American
objective of breaking up block
voting at the United Nations.
Scranton, who made an
unsuccessful bid in 1964 for the
Republican presidential
nomination, has been
described as a moderate in
foreign and domestic policies.
He served as an adviser to
former President Richard M.
Nixon and helped Ford set up
his White House staff when he
succeeded Nixon 18 months
ago. Scranton has turned
down previous Ford offers of
positions in Washington.
He and his wife live in a
mansion built by his parents in
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Tenn. Pride - Mild or Not
Sausage
New Crisp 900 Bills
*Netball te Ivy Cards To Peach *AN Tow De Is Register Wu Time Tea.
Are la The Store Drawing 1Vedaesdiry at 5:00 p. m.
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Chrysler Turns Profit
For First Time
In Last 16 Months
k DETROIT (AP) — Chrysler
Mo•-irp. turned an operating
et for the first time in 15ths with an unexpectedly
'strong performance in the
fourth quarter of 1975. But the
firm still ended the year with a
:record $259.5-million loss.
The loss reported Tuesday
by Chrysler, severely battered
by the auto industry's two-
"ear recession, also was the
steepest by a U.S. auto
•company in history.
, General Motors Corp.,
iwhich saw its profits early in
1975 slip to a 29-year low,
4eportid a fourth-quarter
'profit of $618 million, a 22 per
cent gain from the year before
and the second best fourth-
quarter in the company's
history.
Ford Motor Co., which
started 1975 with its first loss
for a initial quarter in its
public history, reported net
profits of $170 million in the
final quarter, a 673 per cent
jump from the year before.
• American Motors Corp.
logged profits of $7.5 million
for the final three months of
1975, compared with a $5.6-
million loss in the same year-
earlier period.
Chrysler has lost $311.6
million in the past two years,
Including $52.1 million in 1974.
However, financial analysts
said they were highly en-
couraged by the firm's ability
to turn an operating profit in
the final quarter of the year,
saying it was another strong
sign of the industry's solid
recovery from its worst slump
since the Great Depression.
Detroit's auto makers also
said Tueaday that new car
sales in mid-February jumped
21 per cent from weak year-
earlier levels to the second
highest selling tempo for the
period in seven years.
Sales of 233,701 new cars
during the middle 10 days of
the month were up from
rebatestimulated levels of
193,683 the year before but
bugled the period record set in
1973 by 24 per cent.
Chrysler, the nation's No. 3
auto maker, reported an
operating profit of $27.3
million for the fourth quarter
— nearly double what most
financial analysts had
But a $55-millionpredicted. 
recent sale of the
firm's ailing Airtemp air
conditioning and heating
division gave the firm a net





manager of Manpower Ser-
vices, (formerly the
Employment Service), has
announced the approval and
funding of a class for licensed
practical nurse to be con-
dacted by the Murray Area
Vocational Center. The ten-
tative starting date for this
class is May 10,1976.
This training is funded
under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training
Act of 1973 and is ad-
ministered by the Department
of Education - Region One,
with the recommendation and
endorsement of the Regional
Manpower Task Force.
This is the eighth class of
this type to be held in Murray
and will accommodate 20
trainees. The duration of the
course is 50 weeks, 30-35 hours
per week. Training and
transportation allowances are
paid to trainees provided they
meet the eligibility
requirements.
All interested persons are
urged to contact the local
Manpower Services Office, 319
South 7th Street, Mayfield,
Ky., as soon as possible.
More than 8(X) men and
women discharged from the
armed forces with medical
military occupation
specialties have been hired by
the VA hospitals and clinics
within the past year and a





final period, Chrysler's sixth
straight quarterly loss.
The firm lost $73.5 million in
the fourth-quarter of 1974.
!Recommendation Not To Pass Accompanies Prudential Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll's proposed
$8 million reimbursement
fund for Prudential investors
was voted out of committee
today with an overwhelming
recommendation that it not
Pass.
The unusual step was taken
by the House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee by a
vote of 12-1.
HIGHWAY 641---MUR Y, KY
The governor proposed a
fund for those who lost money
in the now defunct Prudential
Building and Loan Association
at Louisville.
The bill now heads fer the
House floor, with the
committee's not pass
recommendation attached.
The committee was also
slated to take up the $6.7
billion budget bill today.
• The final day of legislative
hearings on the budget bill
was held Tuesday, and





to find out what caused the
1972 Prudential collapse and
to determine if the same thing
could happen again to another
state regulated institution, objected to the legislation for
Williams had few answers that reasm
for the committee, saying in Rep. Albert Robinson, R-
response to most of their London, told Williams he
questions that he was not better get the information
commissioner at the time and.. about the Prudential collapse
that he had "not read the file." together because he was going
He also said he didn't know to need it when he was asked
If passage of the reim- to testify on the bill, HB 609.
bursement proposal would The Laurel County
create a precedent for the Republican said it is too late in
state. Several legislators have the current legislative session
to draft new regulations or
statutes governing the
operation of the banking and
securities agency which
regulates financial in-
stitutions ikthe state— but he
said he intends to take up the
matter during the interim.
"I feel like the taxpayers
need protection—which they
haven't had from your
agency," Robinson said.
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We have more fishing items than any other area store. ..all at discount prices
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Kapok filled, electronically sealed in
air tight heavy duty vinyl inserts. Ap-
proved yoke design a/ways Ace t. wearer
face up. Adjustable waist stap with rust
resistant asap and welded "D" ring. Ap-
proved stainless steel hardware with
mildewproof thread. Orange nylon
U.S. Come Gourd Approved
Bicycle Child
Carrier
v Fits 26" & 27" Bikes
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Baker Says Ford Should Be
Prompt In Naming Choice
Baker is the ranking
Republican on . the Senate
Public Works Committee
which voted 11 to 1 Tuesday to
shelve the nomination of
James F. Hooper III who then
said he was asking President
Ford to "formally withdraw
my name from
consideration."
Baker said the TVA has
gone too long without a full
three-member Ward. "This
concerns me very much,"
Baker told reporters.
However, he said Ford's new
nominee will receive the same
"careful, impartial scrutiny"
the committee gave Hooper.
Hooper, 58, a Columbus,
Miss., *try fanner who has
been active in state
Republican politics, was




Since McBride's term ended
last May, the TVA has been
run by only two board
members - Chairman
Aubrey J. Wagner and Bill
Jenkins - who have often




some citizen groups and -
with the exception of the
Mississippi congressional
delegation - a large number
of lawmakers from the TVA
region.
Most of the criticism
centered on Hooper's lack of
experience in energy or public
utility fields and on .a string of
personal business failures.
Those ventures detailed at
some length in a committee




that the staff analysis alleged
no wrongdoing on the part of
Hooper, but they said it raised
major questions about his
business judgment.
Tennessee is the state most
affected by the TVA and both
its senators - Baker and
William Brock - made it
clear they felt Hooper was the
wrong man to attempt to
manage the nation's biggest
electric utility.
Oh --Baker's motion.; .the
conunittee postponed action
indefinitely on the Hooper
nomination - a polite way of
dumping it.
"There's no point in pulling
any punches - the effect of
this vote is to kill the
nomination," Baker later told
reporters.
Hooper, in announcing his
decision to withdraw from
consideration, said he had
offered to bow out earlier but
that Ford had urged him to let
the nomination.
Because the Senate has not
flatly rejected Hooper, Ford
will have to formally with-
draw the nomination and
submit another one.
"I hope the President will do
this promptly, Baker said.
Baker said he would not
make any recommendations





















  5W1N5 -- ARE YDU SURE













WHEN I CAW cATo4 mAgrqA
IN T14E MIDDLE OF HER TALK









I'VE BEEN ALL OvER11-tE WO1-LE4
MASTER OFMY LNIVERSE. IHAVE
NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE
THAT"-
jDO IT.. OR I'LL TURN lal r0 FARCE HAS GONE
BOTH INTO TOADS. ON LONG ENOUGH. WITCH -
MAN ,,,,Cu'RE THROUGH .
to




41Ir 4' ar i
10,--,=-----------„,-  allorso
----
IfPAYS ??? ADVER77SE ADVER77SE WHERE /T PA
411111,4141111."411111111110:
2. Nottce
FOR ALL YOUR Watkins
Products, see or call Mr.




Wise ysv used supplies,
eqoipmeat er service cell es.
Owing is what we kiwi
best. We tome steam cleaners
med ettier dennies equipment
for rent, er If yea prefer we
















WE LOOK into your







now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-











Peer wr for lestailwien pins
bli.15 far des 1st meet% end
receive 2e4 meet% service











I CabbageShirley GardenCentersse se. 416 7334144 I
 41
NOTICE
APProirirnatei) 12.000 mg rt of
ryntai apse" available at bid
and Papier Kroft Waters
Dort Therm Padre( Corp..
iIieTay,ky. Phone rasssa.
3 Cdtc
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks to our many
friends and relatives for
the many expressions of
sympathy and kindness
extended to us during
the illness and death of
our mother and gran-
dmother, Mrs. Dessie
Shekel. Special thanks
to Dr. Donald Hughes,
nurses at the Calloway
County Hospital, and the
nurses of West View
Nursing Home, Brother








breed dog 4-6 months
old. Found in College
Cts. area. Wearing
black flea collar. Owner
call, 753-7869.
FOUND LARGE short





man. Call 7 53-06 4 2

































You must have a
successful pork or self
employment history.
Sales background op-








As equal opportunity wri-
*Ver.
MECHANIC WANTED
full time. Apply in
person Purdom Olds-










needed due to ex-
pansion. Permanent
employment, send





The Kentucky Depererum of
Men dIMmwslt. *rein
of telsones red Infer
mono immortor rot wen
In Or lindleeffelle wee
Moot hen • IM is
(egiseerimp. Itysks, or
Goole" wel ere non ,fee.
neon is therein eir
Orme* need me& Go-
ng D. T. Eros*, Donn
man of Mr and Illerolo,
P. 0. Rea EN, leshylem,




















. hours.. Apply in person
by appointment. 9-5 p.







rewire we realable nos
wrtyIs or calms serer Is.
Mowod $10-422-1234. Ask
NM Abe Prckett sr write P.O.
ler On ledernolo, Wen
WU.
An equal opportunity employer
PART TIME HELP
needed. Mature self
starter to work from
their home, evenings
and Saturday. 22 hours
per week. Call ' Mr.
Williams at 1-247-4140
after 12 noon.
8 `, orage Buildings









Cemetery . Road. Call
753-0964.
9 S ons etinted




liquor store for sale in
Fulton, Ky. Good op-




Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p.
m., (502) 826-5822.






























- Phone 753-0419 -
14 t 1. Boy
18 07 25 H.P. motor for
fishing boat. Call 753-
8393 after 5:00.
HIDA BED with drop





already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231
15 Articles Far Sale
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric sham-




model 51081 - $229.95.





FIREWOOD for sale by













Auto home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
SOFA AND chair, brown
and gold tweed. In good
condition. Call 753-2347.
FIBERGLASS TOMATO








FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimates.
Through March.





SPECIAL 0" chain link
fence with 144" 0. D. top,
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $136 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Abe
farm gates and WV
gates. Sizes 12'-16'. For
all year fencing needs





family room or ;




$24. erns Medbeere free
W. Inn Mond Irmis Inn
5171. WM brass beds,
$995. Suisse, Rambo*
Asks $77. Wicker 'tepees
from $75. Tees Milos
from SM. Preen asks
free $77.
WEST IT. MATTRESS








and Service, 500 Maple







$1,500. Call 753-3000 or t,
753-5595.
FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm ;
tractor. Good condition. !*




TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row :
with tools. Both for ;




































H' ST ' •
25 h.p. mo
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134" 0. D. top.












































fIDE front end '




If Results You Want-la WI ID AN You Need
ONE 44011 FORD tractor,
only 1300 hours, extra
nice. Also one John





Call 354-6392 or 7534560.
CRAWLER LOADER,
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
Riga ' • -
MASSEY FERGUSON
hay baler. Hay rake.
7 foot Allis Chalrner
mower, 3 point hookup.
John Deere hay crim-
per. New Holland hay
conditioner. 14' wagon
with lift. 12' wagon with
new grain bed. One row
New Idea corn picker.
Two wheel trailer with







25 h.p. motor. Call 753-
4746 after 6 p.m.
BOAT, MOTOR and
trailer. $475.00. Call 435-
4276 after 5 p.m.
Pq_
USED UPRIGHT piano,
need; tuning, $50. Call









years old, very good
condition. Cost $120.00
new will take $60.00 or
best offer. Call 436-5395.
TAKE UF' MONTHLY
payment on piano or






organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Loaardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The






for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
14 tvlicellaneoti)
FOR SALE Box Elder
and Maple 3' -5', $1.95
each. Three for $4.95.
Red bud and white
Dogwood 3'4', $2.25
each. Three for $6.49.
Will set your trees by the
hour. Call 436-2149.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443.7323.
SPECIAL
Pay 1, for instande• plus
MAE ter the 1st nomoth sad
receive led owyke













/Do Soot, 13 Street
Flies, Roaches
Silver Fish slt Shrubs
Phon• 753-3914














before 5, 753-0206 or 753-
7699 after 5.
12 x 70 Three bedroom, 2
bath trailer. 1973
Shenandoah with new
central heat and air.
Call 753-1905 after 5:15.
1971 KINGWOOD 12 x 65
central heat and air, 2




12 x 57 1971 Belmont, 3
bedroom, call 1-615432-
6278.
1975 VIKING, 12 x 70, 3
bedroom, bath and half,
$750.00 down, take over
payments under $90.00.
Call 753-0821 days.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.






521 North 18th Street
This building contains the following
Garai gas best • Caatiel 1 sir easolitisabe • A
200 amp service • elect walls • Weed Beers • 8
resew (3 ef which aye exceptionally large) • 2
bathrooms • Ilse she of the beildhlg is 48 x 118
(5664 square feet) • The let siva is Na190 •
lotted 54 • (There is am extra let lauded la
this sals (SO 110) •This property is priced et
$40,500 (which is asesiderahly less thee the
replacement cost sal the meet appreisod
velvet
Contoct.






16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
SMALL TWO bedroom,










for 1, 2 or 4 persons.




close to campus. $120.00
month. Utilities paid.



















paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8666.
)4 Le . •
COUNTRY HOME for






HOUSE, gas heat, with







FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or
corn. 930 lbs. burley
tobacco. Call 489-2549.
, •.11 I( SI/ "d0I








lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED

















breeding stock. Call 753-
0837 ask for Randy,
$103.00 firm.
MALE ST. Bernard, 2






months old, must sell,
moving. Call 7534200.
Collie very playful,
would make a nice pet,
has had all shots. Call
767-2144.
••••
EVEN IF "THE 1l_16441 TIME FOR 1)-IE CON-
CORDE 15 11-4REE AND A QUARTER HOUR5,
4: IT WILL TAKE 114AT LONG AGM







QUALITY HOME in Oaks
Estates. Three





double garage, % acre
wooded lot. Priced in
low 40's. Call 753-8000 for
appointment to see or
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th.
LARGE BRICK and stone




central heat and air,
would be an excellent
home and business
combination, to view
this home today call
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
BEST HOUSE BARGAIN
In Murray. Seelt at 509
South 6th. Call C. 0.
Boodurant Realty, 753-
9964, 753-3460 or 753-36170.
WANT SOINETNING
SPECIAL? Ws e 3M. 1 2
Nibs pins the echo spodoi
teem's: Nimrod dialog
rosio-crystal dinadolhorte-
stem Drapes mmi fireplace.
A quolity boom is wary
respect. Call for at appo.
1210 OWE walk M MU
from Oh 3 R., 2 lath
home. Other features I.
ads fermi audio room,
big room with fireplace,
fell hasemeat. Upstairs
woohl be converted te mad
emit.
GOOD COUNTRY LIV1NG.
Tao • Wok at Nit 3 N.
brick oppreskontoly 4 inks
west of Alerroy. It's
doripsd fur comfortaitio
everyday livie with • lorp
bitches with his ef
cobistets. Only 27,150.
WELLS MO. EXTENDED. 3
bedroom, 2 hoth hoick ow
Awl sad street. if Ws
prissy M is.. leo tram
than mos *mid is IN.
home. Approx. WM on. ft.
%Mb control Now. hoot mid








room, large kitchen and
2 fireplaces on 10 acres,
many outbuildings. A
good buy at the newly
reduced price. Call 753-
7724 for details. Guy
Spaan Realty. "You Key
People in Real Estate."
901 Sycamore Street.
- MATURE - HOME Ms
week at Kopperud
Realty is a 3 bedroom
11/2 bath brick ranch
home in the West End of




backyard has 22 x 14
concrete patio, gas grill,
and metal storage
building. Home is
vacant and ready for
immediate occupancy.
Just listed so be the first







bedroom, 2 bath home
on beautifully shaded
lot. Offers privacy as









Estate 105 N. 12th or call
7534080.
ARE YOU in need of an
auto repair or clean up
shop? Do you need a
house? Would you like a
10 acre farm? You can
have all three with our
property located only 6
miles south of Murray
on Ky. 121. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
505 Main St, Murray
753-0101-7531 or call Bob
Rodgers, 753-7116.
ROBERTS REALTY




you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
44 I •
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND lot, 3%
miles South on 641,
electric heat, paneled, 
air conditioner, T.V.
antenna. Call 753-5236. WS GTO, automatic, air.
Call 753-5686.
•
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick, built-ins, large
lot, has large stran-steel
shop building, close to
town. Call 753-8615.
THREE BEDROOM
brick and cypress, full
bath, shag carpet,
_carport. 1PQ x 21.1 foot,
Five -mile* on 94




Let lb. 1 in Camelot Sa-
ivism.
12 ACRES OF Good
cleared land. With new 3
bedroom brick, built-
ins, central heat and air.
Call 753-8615.
FARM FOR SALE, ap-
proximately 70 acres.
Three bedroom brick
home, 4 years old.
Central heat anti air.
New pole barn, 50 x 64,
1974 135 Massey
Ferguson tractor and
equipment. 20 head of
cattle. 10 are registered
polled hereforect. Nine
miles of Murray, 11/2
mile off of 94 East. Will
sell house and 3 acres
separate. Call 4834618.
MOVING MUST sell 3
bedroom brick, Sax 105
corner lot. tramline
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. 031,800.
Call 75341150 days, 753-
O$5 ' eventrrgs or
weekends.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage, aPPle
trees, outbuildings, on
over one acre of land.
State route 641, 2 miles
South of Bel Air Shop-





central heat and air,
double carport.
baths. Fenced yard,




spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, brick home with
many extras at 1302
Kirkwood. Call 753.0646.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr-level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






iwo air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm





shopping. This 2 BR.
frame has been com-
pletely redecorated
and priced to sell.
Beautiful 3 BR. brick




schools. A real quality
home with all the ex-
tras.
Coutltry living near
the city. Almost new 3
BR., 1% bath, brick
home with central
heat and air, modern •
built-ins. Call for ap-




*ere we skive So serve roe
In.
753-7724
901 Sycamore Nona, gy
. .
BY OWNER in Cen-
teridge subdivision near
Ky. Lake and Blood
River, approximately
1% acres with very nice
home and unfinished
storage cabin with
basement, about 250 feet
blacktop frontage on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-2415.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big




in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1% bath, new
carpet 1,600 square feet









running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586.
-




Rode very little, also
two 8" uni-lug Cragar
mags with new L-80
tires. Call 753-8721 after
5p.m.
'
Elf NAGS, slotted, 14"
with two Gillette sprint

















pickup, full power and











1966 Dodge, starts and
runs, $56.00. Call 753-
6276 after 3 p.m.
1989 CUTLASS, power
steering and brakes and






carpet. 20 miles per
gallon. Price reduced.













Super Beetle with radial
tires. Two bedroom
mobile home. Call 1-527-
7920, after 5 p.m.
NEW 1975 CHEVROLET
2 ton truck, by owner,
never licensed. Call 753-
4652 before 5 p.m., 753-





1972 AIJDIE SUPER 90,
good condition. $1,650.
Call 753-7644 or 753-7282.
074 VW. Call after 5, 753-
8360.







V-8, local wamans car,











Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
°pelt 8 days. Jim Clerk
or Sherry Rayn 816-96/1
6262. This is a dealers
auction
Ire VW VAN, 59.0110
miles, $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1264 VW, good condition.
Call 753-4746 after 6 p.m.
1979 JEEP C011tANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600 Call 753-
2211.
1972 FORD STATION
wagon, extra dean, air
condition, new tires, a
Kentucky car. $1,275.
Call 4364427.





CAB OVER TOPPER for
Law, Datsun, or Toyota,
pickup. Extra nice. Call
435-4433.
QUALITY USED cam
pen for sale. Call 753.
061*.
GENERAL RACEME
work. Gravel and top
soil. Call 436-2306.
CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All













Tom's Vinyl Repair, 489-
2752.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, Plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753.7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.









of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hih-
Burger.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling




will prepare your in-
come tax forms for you.
T. W. Crawford, 1187
WINDOWS AND GUT-
TERS cleaned. Call 753-
5320.
WE'LL DONATE etie to
save your carpet. Take















MA! hi Nos 1st month mid
minim bed mouth service













efficient service. No job






















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




in vicinity of 121 South
and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock, and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
JAP HAY, 65 cents a bale.
$15.00 for round bale.
Call 496-4429 after 5:30.
TREE FULL GROWN
male cat. Tiger striped
grey with white
markings, will make an
ideal farm cat. Loves to
be held and petted. Call
753-3535 after 6.
FREE FULL GROWN




FREE 5 MIXED breed
puppies. Three males, 2
females, some will have
long curly hair. All are
shades of brown with
black markings. These
furry babies are sweet
and cuddly. Call 753-
7869.11t ESC[ .It IP 71ONS•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






PUa: Murray State University - A. Carman
Pavilion
(Located at the University Farm)
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Expanded BEOG Eligibility Ford Edges Out Reagan In N. H.;
Means Dollars For Students Carter Leads Field Of Democrats
Expanded eligibility in the
Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant (BEOG)
program for the 176-77 school
year is expected to mean more
dollars for more eligible
students at Murray State
University.
Charles Vinson, loan and
grant coordinator in the
Student Financial Aid Office
at Murray State, said all
undergraduate students may
apply for the BEOG awards,
which are expected to range
from $50 to $1,000 for next year
and do not have to be repaid.
... tit awaba4444 44 a new
ken-UV-has -bett nettved *by •
the U. S. Office of Education to
determine BEOG eligibility
for students throughout the
country. Vinson particularly
urged students who have been
delcared ineligible for
previous finaneial aid or
BEOG awards and students
who have already applied for
loans, other grants, scholar-
ships, and-or student em-
ployment for 1976-77 to submit
BEOG applications for next
year immediately.
"Because of the new for-
mule for determing grant
eligibility, students and-or
families receiving veterans'
or Social Security benefits are
especially encouraged to
apply for BEOG next year,"
Vinson continued. "Some
students in these 'categories
who were ineligible in the past
may become eligible for 1976-
77 BEOG awards."
However, he reiterated that
completion of the BEOG form
Is necessary although similaT,.
Information may have been





the 13E0G program, which is
funded through the U. S.
Office of Education of the
Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. The
program is administered at
Murray State by the Office of
Student Financial Aid, which
pays students at the time
registration fees are collected.
BEOG awards may be used
to defray the coats of
registration, room, meals, and
miscellaneous expenses in-
curred in attending Murray
State.
To apply, all currently
enrolled and prospective
undergraduate students
should complete the 1976-77
BEOG application form and
mill it Immediately to the
specified processing agency.
There Is no charge for
processinethe applications.
Within six weeks a student
will be notified of his
eligibility index, which is
calculated on the basis of the
federal formula applied
consistently to all applicants.
If eligible, qiie student then
Clitibizittajair• entire Ktaident
Eligibility Report to Murray
State's Student Financial Aid
Office, which calculates the
actual amount and notifies the
students by letter.
Forms and -or further in-
formation about the BEOG
program may be obtained
from high school guidance
counselors or directly trom
the Office of Student Financial
Aid, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071.
Bill Could Change Complexion
Of Demo Presidential Primary
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A legislative bill coming up for
committee action Wednesday
could change the complexion





Mrs. James E. ( Pauline
Yarbrough) White of Jackson,
Tenn., formerly of Calloway
County, died Tuesday mor-
ning at her home. She was 64
years of age.
The deceased was born
September 15, 1911, in
Calloway County and was the
daughter of the late Thomas
Edwin Yarbrough and Cora
Dodds Yarbrough.
Mrs. White is survived by
her husband, James E. White,
Jackson, Tenn.; one daughter,
Mrs. Bob ( Jacqueline)
Graham, and one grand-
daughter, Miss Cathey
Graham, Dayton, Ohio; one
sister, Mrs. Lee Warren
(Hope) Fox, Murray; four
brothers, Buford Yarbrough,
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray, John E. Yarbrough,
Ferndale, ?Ad., Chester
Yarbrough, Murray, and
Carman Yarbrough, El Paso,
Texas.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Murray, will





Mrs. Janie Hale died
Tuesday at 3:40 p. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She was 88 years of age and a
resident of 1509 Walnut Street,
Benton.
The deceased was formerly
of Calloway County and was
the wife of Artie Hale who died
in 1960. She was a member of
the First Christian Church,
Benton. Born January 30, 1888,
she was the daughter of the
late Jasper Maupin and
Catherine Williams Maupin.
Mrs. Hale is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Pat Moore,
Benton; one son, Artelle Hale,
Upland, Calif.; one stepson,
James Hale, Texas; one
brother, Frank -Maupin,
Benton Route Seven; five
grandchildren; six great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at one p. m. at
the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Mike Gatton and Rev.
Joe E. Piercy officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City cemetery..
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
It would provide, among
other things, space for an
uncommitted vote.
Translated, that means
Gov. Julian Carroll would




Youngblood Murr of Amarillo,
Texas, formerly of Calloway
County, died Sunday at 11:45
p.m. at Amarillo. She was 84
years of age.





Register, Mrs. Avrmell Gatlin,




Mrs. Vera Darnall, Paducah;
one brother, Beckham
Youngblood, Mayfield;
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Clements Is
Dead At Age 81;
Rites Thursday
Mrs. Sarah Blue Clements,
wife of the former Kentucky
governor and U. S. Senator
Earl Clements, died Monday
at the age of 81 at a con-
valescent home at
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Clements, a native of
Morganfield, was a member
of the First Presbyterian
Church where she and her
husband, who survives, were
married in January 1927.
Later Mrs. Clements
became a member of the
Congressional Club in
Washington after her
husband's election to the U. S.
House of Representatives in
1944, and also joined the
Senate Wives' Club after his
election to the Senate in 1950.
She was Kentucky's First
Lady between 147 and 1950.
Mrs. Clements is survived
by her husband, one daughter,
Bess Clements Abell, and two
grandsons, Dan T. Clements
and Lyndon Abell.
Funeral services will be






and Eastern Star Lodges will
have a sausage and pancake
breakfast on Saturday,
February 28, from six to
eleven a.m. at the Lodge Hall.
Donations of $1 .50 for adults
and 75 cents for children under
twelve will be taken. The
public Is invited to attend, a
ledge spokesman said.
uncommitted in the primary.
House Bill 444 is sponsored
by several representatives,
but more importantly is
backed by the Carroll ad-
ministration. Its chances of
passage are fairly certain.
The other portion of the bill
changes from four to six the
number of candidates who can
share proportionately in the
May 25 results.
That would hold true as long
as a candidate—or the un-
committed bloc—obtained at
least 15 per cent of the total
votes.
State Democratic chairman
Howard (Sonny) Hunt said
Tuesday he believes the un-
committed vote could go as
high as 50 per cent.
If that materialized, Carroll
would gain control of most of
Kentucky's 46 Democratic
votes at the national con-
vention.
As things stand now, former
Gov. Jimmy Carter of Georgia
and Gov. George Wallace of
Alabama appear the fron-
trunners in any state
Democratic primary.
Party observers say the
remaining cluster of
presidential prospects for one
reason or another simply don't
have the potential or support
needed for a strong showing in
Kentucky.
They are including Sen.
Birch Bayh of Indiana as
among those faltering -
because he possibly alienated
the Louisville area with his
strong stand for school busing.
If half of Kentucky's vote
becomes uncommitted, there
would be a post-caucus
primary to selected the un-
committed delegates in
proportion to the total vote.
The administration, of
course, would have a
commanding voice in such a
selection.
Should Carter and Wallace
split the remaining delegates,
the governor has friends or
allies among their forces.
With a little persuasion, he
might woo them away after




are committed to the
respective candidates only on
the first ballot, although the
candidates also have the right
to personally select their
delegates.
HB444 was drawn up to
comply with new national
Democratic Party rules, and
just happens to fall neatly into
place for Circe&
The governor has instated he
does not ' favor any
presidential prospect at the
moment.
He greeted Wallace warmly
when Wallace visited Ken-
tucky a few months ago.
A number of Carroll
adherents also showed up at
Carter's coming-out ap-
pearance in Louisville a few
weeks ago.
CONCORD, N.H. ( AP) — President happened tonight is a victory." He
Ford edged out Ronald Reagan in New claimed at least a moral victory
Hampshire's leadoff primary, and compared with his stated pre-election
Jimmy Carter strengthened his claim goal of 40 per cent of the vote.
to frontrunner status with a corn- Commenting on Reagan's claim that
fortable triumph in the crowded his 49 per cent was actually a victory,
Democratic field, presidential adviser Rogers Morton
With V per cent of the votes counted said:
in what had been a night-long seesaw "There seems to be a lot of rhetoric
race, Ford had 54,645 or 51 per cent to about the advantages of coming in
Reagan's 53,438 or 49 per cent second in this primary ... I heard the
Former Georgia Gov. Carter Democratic candidates say they
defeated four major candidates on achieved all their goals when they ran
Tuesday's Democratic ballot, gaining second and third," Morton said on
30 per cent of the vote. Arizona Rep. NBC's "Today" show. "This is a new
Morris K. Udall was second with 24 per politics. I've always felt that it's was
cent and Indiana Sen. Birch Bayh was better to win."
third with 16 percent. Carter, who like Reagan waged a
Ford said today his victory in the campaign against the Washington
r Havitzhire pe=a497.4s. iltrtliteaL Treatethebruent; Dashed a victory .sign to
springboard to the Repttlican cheering supporters in a Manchester
nomination and to victory in the hotel ballroom and declared he woe!,
November presidential election. win the Democratic nomination on the
"If we win a couple more, and I think first ballut.
we will, we'll be ready for the finals, Appearing on the "Today" show,
and I think we'll win there, too," Ford Carter said today that be was satisfied
told a meeting of his senior staff at the with the outcome in New Hampshire.
White House. _ "We were hoping to come in first or
White House Press Secretary Ron second. I thought we would for the last
Nessen said New Hampshire was month or two. This is a good indictation
Reagan's "best state in the North. He that in New England I can do well."
went all out in campaigning ... He gave Carter said he would run an active
it his best shot and couldn't win it." campaign in advance of the March 2
But a tired Reagan told a post- Massachusetts primary. But, in an
midnight news conference before the interview on the CBS "Morning News,"
final results were in that "I feel what's said opposition from Alabama Gov.
Bearcat
IV
Now a 4 Band Automatic
Scanning Monitor that re-
calves the new 470 mHz
to 512 mHz Band tool
George C. Wallace will provide the "big
test" for him when the two Southerners
meet in the Florida primary on March
9.
Carter said Wallace must do as well
in Florida as he did in 1972 when he won
the primary. Carter added, "I'm
convinced and determined that he will
not do as well in '76 as he did in '72."
Like Carter, Udall had campaigned
in New Hampshire for more than a
year. Udall said his showing vaulted
him to the front of the liberal pack.
Leaf Producers
Urged To Vote
Ballets with certidaitilan envelopes
have been mailed to each dark air-
cured and fire-cured tobacco grower to
cast their vote in the 1976 Tobacco
Quotas Referenda.
The referendum ballot is for
producers to vote as to whether they
are in favor of continuing marketing
quotas for fire-cured and air-cured
tobacco for the three marketing years
beginning October 1, 1976.
David E. Riley, county executive
director, Calloway County ASCS Office,
urged all producers to vote in this
referenda. The referenda dates are
February 23 through February 27,1976.
The 13earCin IV It the latest rich,rivemiint from Electra. Is inirocksces 9 new aspebiliPt not PrikvaoulOa
found in scanning monitors Recent Federal Communications CprnMIS•lan ruhrip now permit maim
metropolitan areas to use the ,eouency Band 470 mHz so 512 nahla, previously allocated for
television use. How born professional and non-Professional users alike hav• Out ability to scan all four
Public Safety Bands, simultaneously Additional features, such es Singla-Poeition Crystal Sockets and
Procsamebie SW* Se,tcbes allow ease of crystal insertion and band selection The excellent
features found in other Bearcat models have been retained. Only Barons hove the ability to scan over
the entire FrilQuency Band Range, without deterioration of receiver sensitivity Sensitivity is 6 micro,
volt. Selectivity (the ability to fejeci unwanted spnalc es -70 db. Crisp, clear audio ,11 over 3 watts
Comes complete with Mobile Mounting Bracket, 12-Volt DC / 117-Vott AC POWilif Supplies, TetescoPing
Antenna
Puma 238 is a complete CB, featuring 23
channels with all crystals included, a big easy
now S/RF meter that plows ambles *hen re-
ceiving, red when transmitting and flashes
bright red indicating modulation, Full lapel
power, lacks are convonettntli, placed for PA
and remote upstater Front mounted PA switch
Double conversion receiver boasts 5 microvolt
SliniitiVitr, a crystal filter for high selectivity
plus automatic noise limiter. Operates on 13.8
yrall DC positive or negative ground. Comes
complete with noise canceling microphon•,
hangar, end all mounting brackets and nardwani
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Below dam 325.6, up 0.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.7,
no change.
Below dam 332.6, down 0.1.
Sunset 5:46. Sunrise 6:33.
Moon sets 2:02 p. m., rises
3:40 a. m. Wednesday.
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_Ake, 7 a. in.
25.6, up 0.9.
.e, 7 a. m. 354.7,
32.6, down 0.1.
Sunrise 6:33.







MINI-ROYALTY of Puryear consisters of Junior King jell Hagan, six year old son of Mr. and Mrs Dave Hagan, and
Junior Queen Kimberly Underwood, nine year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Underwood. They are flanked by
first page Trevor Lee Bennett, five year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bennett, first maid Traci Sloan, six year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Sloan, second page James Alan Carter, eight year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Wendal
Watkins, and second maid Julie Danette Paschall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Paschall.
JUNIOR MISS of Puryear Elementary School is Anita Ray, middle, 10 year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray and a fifth grader. She is flanked by first maid, Sherry Flet-
cher, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Barnett and a sixth grader, and second maid,
Terri Paschall, nine year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Paschall and a fourth
grader. They were crowned at the annual Beauty Revue at the school
MISS PURYEAR of 1976, Lisa Wison, centet, was crowned at the annual Beauty Revue
held at Puryear School with Joe Doran of Murray as master of ceremonies. With Miss
Puryear are her first maid, Karen Kathleen Banihill, 13, Cleuthter of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Bar-
nhill and her second maid, Laura Shobe, 12, daughter of MI. and Mrs. ferry Shobe. Miss




MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: 601 Air Center
becomes easy and becomes
part of your personality."
"The time I wrote that song,
I knew it was a hit," Margo
said. "I didn't know if I could
make it a hit, but if anybody
listened to that song, they
would know it was a hit."
MINNENS MURRAY
OPEN NIGHTS & SUNDAYS
Formal
Flattery. . .
Will get you everywhere!
.Winnens new long dresses are simply
sensational! Flowing, feminine for-
mals - graceful angel and butterfly
sleeves. . . Soft. airy prints. and un-
bleached muslin.
Sizes 3-1.5. 6-18
$ 28 to $ 46
Layaway Today!















Sculpted and painted pin-
head is creation of Wenzel
Jakubovvski
Section Two Page 15
Security Leads To Career
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
After Margo Smith found
security, she was ready for a
career in country music. But
she was smart enough not to
force it.
For her, other things had to
come first — marriage,
children and a teaching
career.
"I was learning to can
pickles when Brenda Lee was
learning to be a superstar,"
she said. "But it was im-
portant for me to become a
housewife and rear children."
An adopted child, Margo
was reared by an aunt and
uncle on an Ohio farm. She
absorbed a blow at age 16
when her uncle and her real
father died the same year.
"It really kind of knocked
the security out from un-
derneath me," she said. "So
all I thought about was having
something that I felt I could
really lean on. That's one of
the biggest reasons I went into
teaching."
She taught kindergarten for
three years and backed into
song writing while looking for
a way to entertain the
youngsters.
"I found out when I started
teaching that when I could.not
find a song or a poem ap-
plicable to the situation, I
would write it. So I started
writing poetry and songs ..."
In 1971, she was ready to
tackle the uncertainties of a
musical career. She and her
husband Kenneth left New
Carlisle, Ohio, bound for
Nashville with a fistful of
songs.
"I guess the thing that gave
me security about getting into
the music business was that I
had gotten a bit older and my
husband had a secure job,"
she said. "I felt like I had been
conservative long enough and
I was going to fly."
She signed a reeord contract
on her first trip to Music City.
But it wasn't until her single,
"There I Said It," was
released that she knew how it
felt to have a record in the top
10."
She wrote the song in 15
minutes. It was about the aunt
who reared her.
Her aunt taught her to smile
every day, get as much out of
life as possible and be honest.
The aunt said it isn't painful to
tell someone you love them,
"because once you said it, it
111/11PADUdPCAH: Downtown, Miamians 11
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KROGER IS. Low, pRock_LEA.pfg OROctiklk$1.

























































II I II II I P
Ilhasever yes desire
midermly svporb haver
and ieicy, rich tender-
ness In beef, 'resist an
-Pewit's Choice" U.S.
Gov't. ,Gradad Mince
Beef ... a Kreger es-
clusive. Not only does
People's Choice Beet
meet rigid U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture
stewards ter U.S.D.A.
Choice quality, it also
meets Kroger's owl
quality criteria for beet
szcelleacs.
P.







































Family Pak leclades: 3 breast etra,










With this moon, limit 1 coupon.















WASHINGTON STATE RED, 138 SIZE
OR GOLDEN DELIGIOSS
Apples „ 10C
SUNKIST SEEDLESS NAVEL, SI SIZE
Oranges
INDIAN RIVER
SHIXESS MITE, 27 SIZE
Grapefruit 5Fai $1
CLIP THESE COUPONS AND SAVE
Ar 
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11/01, SARI COON^ L.P.' aaG000
'Moeda teinday. liana led





Bak tat comma. Ural *N. Bali




• oz. $1 19it,.










With this coupon and $10.00 purchase, escleding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon mer-
chandise. &riled to applicable tales. Limit one. Good











7 OZGreen Beans51 CANS $1
U.S. GRADE "A"
EGGS
CALIFORNIA CRISP 41 SIZE
Pascal Celery 









































Salad Dressin  3201 89c
MACARONI & CHEESE
Kroger Dinners"7 II OZs. $ 1
CATS CHOICE
Cat Food 6 6 1/7 OZ. $ 1CANS
KROGER






































Everything you boy at Kroger is guaranteed for your
total satisfaction regardless of manufacturer. If you
are not satisfied, Kroger will replace your item with
the same brand or a comparable brand or refund
your purchase price
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our
power to have ample supplies of all advertised
specials on our shelves when you shop for them. If,
doe to conditions beyond our control, we run owt of
an advertised special, we will substitute the same
item in a comparable brand (when such an dela isavailable) reflecting the same savings or, if you
prefer, give you a "Rain Check" which entitles pea
to the same advertised special at the same special










Illacaremi AI Cheese, Spaghetti






































































































$163,000,000 worth of food, self-
help-development, medical
and emergency aid was
provided during the last fiscal
year by CARE to some 24
million suffering people
overseas, according to the
29th Annual Report (1974-1975)
just released by the agency's
Ohio-Kentucky Regional
Director, Judith Johnson
Peterson. The aid was ren-
dered in 37 developing
countries in Africa, Asia,
Latin America and the Middle
East.
"As the most widespread
-tatIliDR.in all worded hislArY
mov through the developing
countries, donations from
Americans and Canadians,
themselves feeling the pinch
of inflation, reached an all-
time high," reported Mrs.
Peterson. "A total of almost
$32,000,000, including close to
$18,000,000 in cash—up 41 per
cent over the previous
year—and 'contributions in
kind' from U. S. manufac-
turers valued at nearly
$14,000,000, was received."
"With individual con-
tributions as the base, CARE
obtained some operating cost
inputs from the governments
of peoples being helped, plus
U. S. Government Food-For-
Peace farrh commodities and
special project funds from




enabled the agency to deliver
$5.13 in assistance to the needy
overseas for every dollar
donated by the public."
More than 21 million people,
most of them children,
received nourishing food day
after day at nutrition centers,
schools and other institutions
as well as through Food-for-
Work projects and during
emergencies. CARE delivered
relief supplies valued at over
$3,000,000 to refugees from the
devastating hurricane in
Honduras and rushed food to
350,000 drought victims in
Haiti. Following CARE's aim
of helping people become self-
supporting, other highlights of
the agency's Annual Report
show that a wide variety of
development programs aided
over two million rural people:
—Self-help projects in-
creased agricultural
production in 12 countries and
provided water systems for
more than 400,000 people in the
same number of countries. In
Africa, Asia and Latin
America more than 200,000
people benefited from projects
.thia ih6luded harVeating tvur




their produce to market-place
and brought education,
medical aid, mechanized
equipment and other supplies
to remote villages.
—CARE helped extend
education to rural children in
10 countries, mostly in Latin
America where there is an
extreme shortage of schools.
The agency constructed
classrooms and provided
desks for nearly 37,000
primary school pupils last
year.
CARE-MEDICO's work
continued to expand with
special emphasis on training
local personnel by more than
150 doctors and paramedical
specialists—both long term
teams and visiting volun-
teers—from the U.S., Canada,
Australia and other countries.
A new training and treatment
orthopedic program in
Bangladesh was begun.
Looking ahead, - Mrs.
Peterson declared: "With the
help of our long time friends
and contributions from new
donors, CARE hopes to
broaden its programs to give
people in the developing
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level of care which will im-
mediately benefit 2,029
Kentuckians has been




that 20 group homes with a
maximum of eight persona in
each be established during
1976-77 to meet an anticipated
Immediate need of 254 beds.
Under the group home care
system, mentally retarded-
developmentally disabled
persons would receive care
from infancy through old age.
The homes would be located
near social service agencies,
public health agencies and
recreational facilities. The
new system meets the
philosophy of Gov. Carroll and
the Department for Human
Rase:tree! 4D11114 of. moving
these people into a home
setting as much as possible.
Persons under this system
of care would receive
rehabilitation services in an
atmosphere that would not
restrict personal freedom.
Another advantage is that the
costs are approximately 40
per cent less than larger in-
stitutions. In addition, the
system may minimize the
negative effects of labeling,
avoid the depressing effects of
institutionalization and will
not duplicate existing com-
munity resources, but provide
a greater choice of services
for patients and the family.
the new level of care is less
intense than intermediate
care which is characterized by
long-term rehabilitation
treatment. However, it is
more intense than the per-
sonal care level which
provides non-medical in-
stitutional care for persons
who are unable to meet their
own personal needs.
The new level of care will be




A mental health committee
will be established by the
council to study the present
facilities and this level of care.
the council also adopted a
policy that any facility which
changes its location must
obtain certificate of need for
that location. Winn there is a.,
change in ownership, th€
applicant must apply for a
new license. Also, when there
is a change in ownership of a
certificate that is not com-
pleted, a new certificate of
need must be obtained.
The council reviewed and
took action on seven Western








Only Boys Turtle Neck One Lot Boys 2 Only Mess




$1 44 Itch .$114.00 
$1 88 R69' 
$1.9'$288
I Only Boys 1 Only Men's 1 Pr. Men's





see Rsi.....44.„ 32 $244
1 Group BeYs 5 Only Men's a pr. Men's
SPORT SHIRTS RAIN HATS 8" WORK BOOTS
2 te 7 $1 24
Size 63/4 to 7 $1 44 Rog. $20.00 $1288
Rag. $4.00
Re,. $4.00
2 Only Men's 4 Only Men's One Rack
SPORT COATS DENIM JACKETS MEN'S MS
1139t-1m0t $488
Unlined 3/S-1/M
kw $14.00 $588Reg. $30.00 $4.00
3 Pr. Men's White 15 Only I Table 100% Polyester
CONVERSE SOX CAFE CURTAINS DOUBLE KNITS
W' wide
10-1/11/2-1/9 
$188ROL WO kag.Assibrti4".99Cilsrs $1 66 tree* rear00 $ 1 °° Td
1 Table Pirstquality 2 Pr. Men's One Rack
DRAPES WORK SHOES LADIES DRESSES
1 , ASSEHISCI Sh111
1/2 1/10-1/11 
$488 T° 
$500Price $16.00 Bairn $1124.00
One Rack Ladies 16 Pr Ladies 1 Rack Childrens
NYLON TOPS JEANS SHOES
Areerted $1/2 ta 3$414 
$200 Kama CAM $188 Valve Ee WOO $188Reg. $3.00 Vales w Sem
—Fulton Hospital, Inc.,
Fulton, was approved to
convert three patient rooms to
rooms for mammography
(breast) x-rays, reaFEKIMITY
therapy and nurse's Mugge at
an estimated cost of $7C000;
—Pennyroyal 'Center
Madisonville Area Clinic,
Madisonville, was approved to
construct a new clinic at a cost
of $140,000;
—Davco Rest Home, Inc.,
Owensboro, Was approved to
convert 56 personal care beds
to intermediate care facility-
mentally retarded-
developmentally disabled
beds (Class III and IV Model A
social beds);
—Stator!. Family Care
Home, Henderson, was ap-
proved to establish a three-
bed family care home;
—Martin Funeral Home
ttianee Service,EME911--
was approved to obtain a
Certificate of Need for a non-
conforming ambulance ser-
vice with the stipulation that
appropriate linkages by
established and a letter of
intent be submitted stating a
conform service will be
established with no more than
two vehicles and apply for a
conforming license within one
year of gaining final approval
for a Certificate of Need;
—Higgins Learning Center,
Waverly, Union County, was
approved to request 56 Class




beds in a renovated facility
with the stipulation that it





































—Mix Family Care Home,
Bardwell, Carlisle County, to
Astablish a three-bed family
re home was deferred
pending the submittal of an
approved Family Personal
Care Home Plan from the
Purchase Health Planning
Council.
The other actions taken by
the council include the
following sununary of
progress by applicants who
have received a certificate:
—Parklawn Manor Nursing
Home, Hopkinsville, applied
to convert 33 skilled nursing
beds to 32 intermediate care
beds. The council voted to
approve the report with the
stipulation that another
progress report be submitted
in time for review bt the next







applied to construct 83 skilled
nursing beds. the council
voted to approve the report
with the stipulation that
another progress report be
submitted in time for review




sville, was issued a certificate
March 27, 1974. The council
voted to approve the extension
for three months. The cer-
tificate holder of this skilled
nursing facility feels it is not
feasible to operate the six
skilled nursing facility beds at
present and is looking for
other alternatives.
































































activities by getting toget*
with affiliated heal*
providers. The council voted
to approve the report wits
stipulations.
—Methodist Hospital of
Kentucky, Inc., Pikeville, was
issued a certificate May 15,
1974. At the request of the
holder, the council revoked
that certificate.
—Collins Family Cara
Home, Seitz, asked the council
to revoke the certificate as thg
holder has moved out of state.t
The Mary Childs Hospital,:
Inc., Mt. Sterling, and tbg
Murray-Calloway Count)!
Hospital, Murray, applied Ma
Hill-Burton loan funds. The
council approved $750,000 foe
Mary Childs Hospital and
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kERA Supporters Plan
Rally At State Capitol
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
• upporters of the Equal
Rights Amendment plan to
.hold a march and rally at the
state Capitol March 6 in op-
position to efforts in the
..Kentucky General Assembly
,to) rescind the state's approval
the proposed amendment to
the U.S. Constitution.
Announcement of the
10 demonstration came at a pro-
)ra ,ERA forum held at the
University of Kentucky
9d Student Center Sunday.
The keynote speaker at the
event was Democratic
.. National Committee member
. Liz Carpenter, who told about
350 ERA supporters that "lies,
misrepresentations and
sinister implications about the
,..ERA are being spread from a
..4ar-right clique that wants no
,....progress for anyone."
Kentucky's legislature
voted to approve the ERA
;amendment in a special
;.,..,session in 1972. Thirty-three
other states have ratified the
ERA, but two states have
'ince rescinded their ap-
=.4'proval.r,
, The Kentucky House
‘. recently passed a rescission
resolution, but the measure
' • 'Must also be approved by the
'-':Kentucky Senate.
Carpenter, a former aide to
the late President Lyndon
::1ohnson and press secretary
to Lady Bird Johnson, former
'
First Lady, said the major
forces opposing ERA
ratification are the John Birch
Society, the Ku Klux Klan and
the American Communist
Party.
"They all want no change
for anyone," she said.
"I'm not afraid of the
ERA," Carpenter said, "but I
am afraid of the segments In
our society that spread myths
and despair over orderly,
timely change.
"For fifty years now, the
opponents have been fighting
the inclusion of women" in
protections guaranteed in the
Constitution. "More recently
they've piiinicked and are
tryIng to drtg up the bugaboos
of plumbing, the draft,
alimony and abortion — none
of which has anything to do
with writing women's rights
into the U.S. Constitution,"
she said.
Carpenter said at a news
conference before her address
that she is co-chairing a
national campaign to get ERA
ratification from four more
states. Ratification is required
of 38 states before the
proposed amendment can be
added to the Constitution.
Meanwhile, she said, the
group, ERA-America, will
work to "bold the line" on
efforts by some states to
rescind their ratification.
Asa Your Individual Horoscope
• -- Frances Drake
ni
Ia
•• Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find




iMar. 21 to Apr. 201 VA
. 
Uncertainty could offset the
results of your best efforts, so
be decisive. There are fine
devices and means designed to
fill your needs: use them ef-
fectively.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Opposing views indicated in
some areas. If no harm will
ensue, don't batd4,1bnik-liut




(May 22 to June 21) 11619°-
• " 
-CM Your wonderful imagination
can lead you to new avenues of
attainment now. Mobilize your
lip.. variety of gifts for tackling a
MIMI or new type of job.
CANCER
June 22 to July 231
Wo' You have a way with you
when your better self is out
front, which it should be now.
ws. Day requires stamina and
• patience for the long pull —-RI.




• July 24 to Aug. 23) a
• If there is no guide or
- directive, be careful not to act
impulsively on new projects.
Appraise values warily. Day














Choose from seven models or
three sizes. There is a Majestic
Thutinan wood-burning fireplace
47 fit in a corner, on a corner or on
_Aye face of a wall in any room of
r house. Vou will be amazed
quickly they can be installed.
ey install on the existing floor
ainst the wall in complete
fety. You can finish the fire-






FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26,
government projects. Some
changes evolving; will please
later.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 U3 Oct. 73) ian
Don't try to cover too much
territory at once -- a tendency
now — but, with well-planned
procedure, aim for top goals.
Going off on tangents will only
slow up your progress.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rnie4
Mars influences indicate an
excellent day, with more than
ane.rnautt akaccentritisilmtnt.
Capitalize on your abilities, but
retnain tactful, cognizant of the
sensitivity of others.
SAGITTARIUS .jsert
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
Fine aspects give a lift to your
personality, help you to spur
activities to a lively pace. It's a
day for achievement.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may be surprised at how
little opposition you will face in
quarters where it was expected.
Use this advantage to achieve in
some special way that will
strengthen your hand.
AQUARIUS




activity which involves dealing
with the public.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
A period for some in-
trospection. Through reflection,
you will gets clearer view of the
road ahead, to make plans for
further accomplishment and
happiness.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile, and are
willing to give readily of your
abilities and energies to any
worthwhile project. Your
personality is an outgoing one
and you make, and keep,
friends easily. You are artistic
by nature and always like your
surroundings to reflect beauty
— whether at Lane or at work
-- but even if they don't, you are
philosophical about it. You may
have an extraordinary interest
in the oLcult, which would make
a fine hobby for you. Birthdate
of: Victor Hugo, Fr. author;






Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
***if
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BOLD PKG. 1 TRIAL"
DETERGENT A SIZE































BACON 12 oz. Pkg. 994
FIELD'S•IN-THE-PIECE
BRAUNSCHWEIGER- - - Lb-68
SMOKED
Country
Ham WHOLE Lb. $ 1 7
FROZEN•FRESH WATER
CATFISH STEAKS Lb. 88;
The Econ-O-Line by Janice
If you have scene boiled as in the rehigerator and can't tell which ones are hard boiled or not-apla tbe app.
If they wobble and don't spin, they're raw.
If you are bothered by static electricity in your home during these cold Mays, plug in the vaporizer-the kind you
we when the kids haves cough. This will put moisture in the air and eliminate the problem.
If you don't want to ric the vaporiser, but still dust like reaching for a door knob and getting a shock, put one
of those knitted cover that are made for the bottoms of gleams and pip bottles on the knob. Jun fold it in half
and slip on the door knob. It works! '
When etitching heavy menu on yow sewing madnne, rub than wiht a piece of hard,* SoefoThe needle will.
go through the rnatrerial and won tweak.
If you will we nylon fishing line to sew the buttons on the idds coats, chances are you won't have to sew them
an again.
Planning to paint this Spring If you're tike me-you get paint on the window pane when doing the trim. Try
this-take a damp sponge and wet the gain-then stick • sheet of newspaper an to fit the giant When you are
finished with the trim, you can pull the paper off and you won have to scrape laterwith a razor blade. This
• take a Iktle time now-but will save hours of scraing later.
It's the Total on the Tape that Counts!
LO-CAL "GREEN TOP"
Milk- " III " eGALL0111 $ 1 29
ARGO
PeachesNo. 21/2 CAN- " 45;
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
GOLDEN CORN or JOAN OF ARC 303 CAN 4/89'
FRESH•TENDER
Broccoli  BUNCH 49;
JUICY
Bartlet Pears- - - - -LB.39c
FRESH•CRISP










































fold It in holt
lbe needle will
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  3 For $ 1
 $ 1 59
SOUTHSIDE
OPEN SUNDAY
*10 am- 8 pm
Cakes-Thurs., Fri., Sat. Only




2 Layer Cake... $199
Decorated Cake Extra
one time






BUSH'S•BIG NO. 10 CAN•OVER 6 lit. EAtH
TURNIP GREENS MIXED VEGETABLES
NO. 10 CAN - - - $1 19 NO. 10 CAN - 59
FROSTY MORN•PURE












SNOWDRIFT3 Lb. - - - -$1"
NFSIIE'S
QUD(2 11. $ 1"
DUNCAN HINES
CAKE MDC • 67'
SHOWBOAT•300 CAN
PORK'n'BEANS- 22'
oz. 69' Oa =mum
12" FOIL- 32'
KELLOGG'S.18 oz.




OIL- 48 oz. —
29'
SHORTENING
CriSCO3 Lb. • • El -1.39
FOLGER'S•ALL GRINDS










IVA WILSON WALDROP MR. & MRS. THOMAS GOODRICH
$20000 $200.00
NAME DRAWN MUST HAVE CARD PUNCHED
IN SAME WEEK IN ORDER TO WIN BANKROLL
BE SURE YOUR CARD 5 PUNCHED THIS WEEK.
--NLN Council Says Law School
,\ Admission Should Be
Based On State's Needs
ay MARIA BRADEN
Asseekeed Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Council on Public
Higher Education said
Monday that admissice to
Kentucky's law schools should
be based on the state's need
for lawyers, instead of desires
of individual students.
The proposal was included
In a 44-page report issued by
the council as the first phase
of the agency's first com-
prehensive plan for higher
education. The issues,
problems and needs facing
higher education, which must
be resolved through the
itianalysettn 
The final document is to be
presented to the governor and
legislature in January, 1970.
The council recommends
limiting access only to legal
education but it emphasises
throughout the report that
priority should be given to the
commonwealth's needs rather




graduates of certain highly
specialised professional
programs should receive
*laity over student demand
for those programs," the
council said. "And higher
admiasion standards for those
programs should be set or
maintained."
Tbe council also recotn-
mended that except for a
minimal number of out of
state students, qualified
Kentucky students should be
given priority for admission to
specialized programs such as
medicine, dentistry and law.
The report calls for an




Jack Evans - Camden 500.00




Dorris Spears - Paris $ 800.00
F. T. Pierce - Camden $ 300.00
Ludie Washum -
Paris $ 200.00
Rev. J. Gardner, Jr. -
Paris 300.00
Mrs. Rex Darnell -
Murray $ 600.00
Dean O'Guin - CanxienS 400.00
Mrs. Jerry Hartley -
Camden ; 200.00
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wags of the state in order to
determine what programs
should be offered at the
graduate level and which
instutions should offer them.
Doctoral degree programs
should be restricted to the two
institutions which now offer
them, (University of
Louisville and University of
Kentucky) and duplication of
programs should be
eliminated unless well
justified, the council said.
The council also said the
moratorium on new
professional schools should be
continued until statewide need
Is demonstrated is justify
. eatablIshmerif of new sichools.
Institutions should conduct
reviews of their graduate and
professional programs and
report the results to the
council as the basis for a
statewide review, the report
said.
The phase one report also
makes predictions as to future
enrollment and funding. The
council predicts that
enrollment in state in-
stitutions should continue to
Increase, particularly par-
ticipation by students over age
25 will also increase.
The council also foresees
some changes in the
traditional functions of higher
education but leaves the
specifics to phase two of the
planning process.
The council said the state
will continue to support public
higher education but there will
be a continued pressure to
reduce costs to the general
taxpayer and to require
students to shoulder a greater





By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The
brightest, happiest, most
charming children spend their
earliest years in remarkably
similar ways, researchers
say. They listen to adult
convereedank roam freely
amend tbdr Blanes and spend
a lot of time staring.
The study, they say,
provides a blueprint for
raising terrific kids.
Prof. Burton L White of
Harvard University outlined
the research for reporters
Wednesday, a day in advance
of its formal presentation at
the annual meeting, of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
White, who heads Harvard's
Pre-School Project, said he




These children score highly on
social and intelligence tests,
he said.
About one family in 30
produces these kinds of
children, he said, and the
ability does not seem to be
affected by income or
education.
"The single most important
factor in this is the mother,"
White said. "She has a greater
influence over a child's
experiences than anyone
else."
He added, "A rich social
experience is the best thing
you can do to ensure a good
mind." For the child, this
means seeking attention from
the mother, following her
around and learning
cooperation.
The everyday objects in the
home provide a wide range of
visual excitement for the
child.
"Educational toys are
baloney," he said. It's a very
rare toy company that knows
very much about kids."
How a child will turn out
depends on his experiences
before the age of 3. He said a
dose study of M children up to
age 3 demonstrated these
crucial factors in child
development:
--Live language. The best
adjusted children are exposed
to frequent converse ion even
before they can understand it.
This includes being spoken to
directly by adults,
overhearing conversations
and even listening to talk on
radio and television.
—Steady staring. The more
a child stares at an object, the
better. This is young
children's single most com-
mon waking experience, and
the ones who turn out best
spend 15 to 20 per cent of their
time doing it.
—Freedom of movement.
Children benefit from being
allowed to roam about their
homes with few restrictions.
This gives them frequent new
experience and chances for
attention from their mothers.
—Responsiveness. The most
attractive children have
parents who are enthusiastic'
and attentive with )em,'
whether they want help,
comfort or simply a chance to
share discoveries.
—Spacing. Children turn out
best when there is at least
three years between them and
their brothers and sisters.
FISH RETURN
TO DETROIT RIVER .
DETROIT ( AP) — It took en
investment of some $750 million
and 10 years of labor to brim
the Chinook salmon and
head bout trou back to the Detrifitt
River .
Records reveal that some iso
Years ago as many as 30,099
whitefish were caught in •a
single day in front of the young
city of Detroit. And as recently
as the turn of the century, the
15-mile stretch of river that
connects Lake St. Clair and
Lake Erie was considered one
of the most beautiful streams
In the Midwest.
As the city developed from a
midvrestern village into the in-
dustrial capital of the astip,
the river began to oodles. *
the lkes and Ilees, palliate*
the river reached enfilade&
proportions.
Stern measures wereco=ti'
to reverse the river's
Since 11196, $345 million
been spent on equipment Oat
today removes SO per cud of
the wastes from the sewage of
Detroit and sarrounding oom-
musities. Private sources
Piked stabs wed aslhorities
with eilfr'— th to im-
prove haw the errinnenen.
tal *MR; of the river.
In 1971 So 'Schipke Depart-
meat of NNW& Rasserces be-
gan to Piet pine fish is the
river, is liNd pew, 314,11111
nook salmis sod 10.566 steel-
heed trout were pketed M the
river et Bede usia 1.11110-arre
pat in the middle of the rise'.
opentides of the fish
were planted in 1974 and 1915.
Ms fall merited the first ram
el "Maks" — three-year-old
fish Week M the wobre off
Belie Isle. lipearnieg rims of
mature fish, the bye "Ring"
whom, are expected in the tall
of me.
-••••*-wwvetew..0.WwWwvvwWwt4,‘"Mv411PW•
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BOSTON (AP) — The
distribution of income in the
, United States has become
more unequal over the last
five years, with blacks and
poor whites losing ground, a
Harvard University
economist says.
Also, economic equity has
deteriorated, Andrew F.
Erimmer of the Harvard
Business School said Monday.
"This is a reversal of the
trends evident during the
preceding decade," Brinuner
told- the 142rid annual meeting
of the American Association
for the Advancement of
Science in a special public
lecture.
ilener..4 "Aft oak% ::1,2v111.
'Whist five years, incornerias -
Wien redistributed so as to
favor whites vs. blacks, the
better off vs. the poor, the
newer regions of the country
vi. the old, and the suburbs vs.
both rural areas and central
cities."
.During the strong expansion
of the economy in the 1960s,
U. S. Income Has Become Red Cross Spends Over
More Unequally Distributed $1 Million In Kentucky
During 1974 And 1975$62.9 billion in 1974, soma 6.8per cent of the nation's total
income. Blacks commprise
11.5 per cent of the population.
He said poor whites also got
a lesser piece of the pie. The
lowest fifth of the white in-
come groups earned 5.8 per
cent of willte income in 1974,
down from 5.9 per cent in 1969,
Brinuner said.
Brinuner, who was ap-
pointed a member of the board
of governors of the Federal
Reserve System by President
Lyndon Johnson in 1966, has
been a critic of the Ford ad-
ministration's economic
policies. He left the Federal
Reserve's board of governors
in 1974.
nannt. $044. Ile. Wines
several beeic changes are
needed:
"Among these, a faster rate
of economic growth, adoption
of a national minimum income
policy and federal govern-




Brimmer said, blacks, poor
,people and the least skilled got
a somewhat larger share of
total income.
"In contrast, during the last
five years — under the
combined impact of high
Inflation rates and slower
economic growth — these
disadvantaged groups have
fallen further behind the more
fortunate members of
society," he said.
"Moreover, the outlook for a
more equal distribution of
income over the rest of this
decade is far from bright,"
Brinuner added, in part
because of what he said was
an unwise national economic
Silid -perf- Capita %La&
family income was 62 per cent
of what white families
received in 1974, down from 63
per cent five years previously.
In 1964, a black family had 54
per cent of a white family's
income, according to his
statistics.
He said blacks received
Black State Employes Now
Approaching Ratio Of State
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The number of black state
employes now is approaching
the black ratio of Kentucky's
population.
The state Commission on
Human Rights reported
Sunday the black state work
farce has reached a record 5.5
per cent. Blacks comprise 7.3
per cent of the citizenry.
The commission said the
number of black employes,
the percentage of the payroll
they earned and their ratio
among state employes all
reached new highs at the end
of last year.
It said 225 additional black
workers were hired by state
MISS YOUR PAPS?
Solisalbors who hires me
reeved their beemi-delleral
copy of lbo vap Wire I
Taros by Still p. earrey-
Fri.. to by 3$ p. at. so
Wedge es gripe te
75.1.1116 beiress Sin p.S.
sod 4 p. s., laaaairiTid•Ir
• 3:311 p. a. simi 4 p.
Eserdoss, Ps Wore Winn
of tho rerresper. Ch wet
be piste b a p... test-
des or 4 p. a. Weirs to
gssesste
agencies between November
1971 and December 1974.
In 1971 blacks took home 3.9
per cent of the state payroll, in
1974 that rose to 4.4 per cent.
'Me commission said the
salary gap between white and
black employes also is
narrowing.
It noted a "slow but con-
tinuous upward movement
into the middle and higher pay
ranges."
In 1974 the average white
salary was $8,058 annually
while for blacks it was $6,335.
In 1971 state-employed blacks




number of blacks continue to
be concentrated in a few job
categories, primarily in the
lower half of the pay scale."
It said that over-all there
was little improvement "in
those major agencies with
traditionally bad records in
black employment."
It said the main exceptions
were labor and corrections,
which hired numerous black
employes, although it





Alfalfa weevils are no match for Northrup King's
Gladiator Alfalfa. Gladiator has bred-in tolerance to
these profit-robbing pests. Result: high-yielding stands
even where alfalfa weevils are present.
That isn't all. Gladiator also wins over other Com-
mon alfalfa pests like bacterial wilt, pea aphids and
stem nematodes.
And, Gladiator has outyielded Team in field trials
conducted over a wide range of locations. Gladiator
has also shown 'significantly greater resistance to bac-
terial wilt than Team.
Gladiator is a vigorous, leafy,
medium maturity alfalfa that's
bred to last. When alfalfa weevils
are a problem, Gladiator is the
alfalfa to grow.
See us today, and start win-




753-5522 Nero., ions, Mgr. Murray, Ky.
Even it this check shows the presence
of alfalfa weevils, the prognosis a
good. Because weevils cause little
damage to GIOC1411tOf Alfalfa.
NOCULIZED• Seed. Preinoculat'ed andNOCUUZE ready to plant.
"Basically it was the
smaller agencies such as
secretary of state, lieutenant
governor, commerce, state
fair board, state retirement
and various commissions
which began hiring either a
greater number of blacks or
hiring them for the first
time," the commission said.
The agency contended eight
major departments "which
have consistently been among
the worse in state government
over the last 10 years still
failed to bring their black
employment up to even 4 per
cent.".





These agencies have not had
an opportunity yet to com-
ment. The subject has come
up previously and acime stafg
officials have said among
other things that qualified
black employes are difficult to
find or hire.
The commission said each
state agency should establish
goals and timetables for






training program for older
adults is scheduled to begin
April 19, 1976, according to
Pauline Browning, Manager
of the Manpower Service
Division, in Mayfield.
The program which is a
joint undertaking of Murray
State University and the
Kentucky Department for
Human Resources, will
feature 13 weeks of classroom
training culminating in an
eight week on the job prac-
limn. The program will train
people to be working in ex-
tended care facilities as
recreation therapy
technicians. Tuition and
training allowance will be
provided for eligible ap-
plicants.
The qualifications for the
program are as follows: age
45, years and older, G.E.D. or





contact the bureau of man-
power services in your area.
The Mayfield office number
may be reached by dialing 247-
3857.
Married veterans should
Include their spouses' income
In considering whether they
can take advantage of the GI
loan. The VA counts the wife's
income in computing whether
married veterans are
qualified for home loans,
especially in cases where the
veteran's income alone is not
sufficient to qualify him for
the amount of the loan sought.
The type and duration of
employment will determine if
the income of either or both
can be considered reliable for
the relatively long term of
loan repayments.
The American Red Cross
spent $1,140,610.66 in assisting
victims of major disasters
throughout Kentucky during
1974 and 1975, Ronald Taylor,
Director of Disaster Services
for the Kentucky Division
American Red Cross has
announced.
In making the an-
nouncement, Taylor explained
that by Red Cross definition a
major disaster is one that
effects five or more families.
He was quick to point out,
however, that Red Cross also
assists victims of smaller
disAsters such as one family
fires, and that this assistance
-aincepted 3esTilti thousand
additional dollars each year.
The largest expenditure for
disaster assistance was made
following the April 3, 1974
tornadoes that swept across
the state. Red Cross
emergency aid at that time
included food and shelter,
nursing and medical
assistance, blood and blood
products. Aid to individual
families covered clothing,
essential household fur-





and supplies, and funds for
rent and minor repairs to
make homes habitable again.
Nationally, the American
Red Cross spent $21,990,323 in
disaster preparedness and
relief activities during the
1974-75 fiscal year.
Assistance was given in
31,991 disaster situations, and
£7,745 families were helped.
13ryce Torrence, National
Director of Red Cross
Disaster Services, disclosed
that '1,570 dwellings, 919
alobile,..4iumes- semi 4,604
apartments or condominiums
were destroyed during the
period and 39,880 dwellings,
2,363 mobile homes and 8,984
apartments or condominiums
were damaged.
Disaster relief is the oldest
of Red Cross services and
came into being four months
after Clara Barton founded
the society in May, 1881, when
assistance was sent to victims
of a forest fire in Michigan.
Ward To Introduce Bill To
Abolish Sovereign Immunity
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's doctrine of
sovereign immunity is an
"archaic remnant of a time
when kings and not people
ruled" and should be
aboliehed, says state Sen. Tom
Ward, D- Versailles.
Ward announced Monday on
the floor of the Kentucky
Senate that he will introduce a
bill this week to abolish the
doctrine, which puts a cloak of
protection over the state
government.
The doctrine allows most
state andlocal governments to
claim immuity from damage
suits, regardless of cir-
cumstances.
Ward said he decided to file
the bill after learning of the
plight of a Woodford County
map whose - irife yAs.
and his daughter seriously
injured in a traffic acciclent
tivo years ago involving a
state vehicle.
Gary Huffman's 27-year-old
wife, Jane, was killed in the
wreck. Huffman's daughter,
Shannon, then two years old,
was critically injured, Ward
said.
Huffman's attorneys have
filed a $1.6 million suit against
the state, but they say they
believe it will be thrown out of
court became ot the immunity
doctrine.
"The need to establish this
basic right (to sue the state)
has been sadly and shockingly
exemplified in the death and
Injury to two citizens of
Woodford County as a result of
an accident on the Versailles-
Lexington Pike in September
1974," Ward said.
The child has "undergone
numerous operations and
Intensive medical care at a
cost of over $30,000 to date,"
Ward said, adding that "she
will need care for an in-
determinate period of time."
The auto in which Mrs.
Huffman and the child were
riding was involved in an
accident with a state vehicle.
The driver, who was on state
JXusinens at * time, was an
uninslire inetortsv• •
"With the doctrine of
sovereign immunity they
cannot sue the state, they can
only appeal to a board of
claims, where the maximum
recovery is $20,000 and where
the case is heard by five
judges appointed and paid by
the state against whom the
claim is asserted," Ward said
"No jury trial is allowed,"
the Versailles Democrat said
"I ask, is this justice? I think
not."
Huffman, according to a
Lexington newspaper, has
collected $38,000 from his
Insurance company and his
health policy tuui paid for moss
of his daughter's medical
bills.
But Huffman has said he
believes his benefits will end
soon — when be loses his job at
the Lexington Blue Grass
Army Depot, where federal
officials have ordered a
cutback.
Ward said that "in the in-
terest of protecting the public
and reaffirming the rights
granted to the people by the
Kentucky constitution I
believe the general assembly
should abolish the defense of
soverign or governmental
and allow weans.
to g suit against the
commonwealth of Kentucky,
its political subdivisions,
departments and agencies as
they would against any in-
dividual or business entity."
About one million
hospitalized patients and
more than 12 million out-









• Chain drive for mars power
• 14- heavy duty self-sharpening linos
• 1,/a'. heavy duty tin* shaft
• Tractor style tires for extra traction
3 HP Briggs & Stratton engine, chain drive. Safety clutch,
positive drag depth boe °phenol attachments available.

















• Full power reverse
• Swivel depth bar for tight turns
• 14 totf-shorpening tines adjustable to
26 in., 40 its. with extra tines
Easy starting 5 HP horizortial shaft Briggs & Stratton engine.




With Briggs & Stratton Engine
Reg. 79.95
Save $17 6286
Throttle control, extra deep heavy duty &xis, w/7" staggered
wheels to elinsineto lawn scalping. 3 HP Briggs & Stratton
engine. we-Gerd safety protection. P. 7








LOPPER PRUNER ,5 's, 4.46
Bow Rake
\ 333
Breaks soil with ease.
14 curved teeth for easier
raking. 5 foot handis. isms
DELUXE BOW RAKE ,ksitko 4  $6
COMBINATION CULTIVATOR
DELUXE HOE 4s 115
Hoe
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Do all hoeing ond cultivating
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Dwarfs as a rule are well-
adjusted people, despite the
hindrances in daily living and
taunts of others they have to
endure, a new study shows.
A group of 16 adult dwarfs
who underwent extensive
psychiatric and psychological
testing at Harbor General
Hospital were found for the
most part to be happy and
contented.
"They have a realistic
- awareness of what they have
to face up to," said Dr. James
S. Brust. "They have
developed good methods of
coping with this."
He said dwarfs "were able
lovieognisetfilit the key
was the way their size affected
people. They were able to
develop methods of putting
people at ease and making
them comfortable."
Brust said dwarfs face a
range of problems.
"They can't put a dime in a
pay phone," he said. "They
can't reach the top shelf at the
supermarket. But most im-
portant are the intersocial
areas. They're teased, stared
at, thought unintelligent or
incapable."
Another psychiatrist who
participated in the study, Dr.
Charles V. Ford, said,
"Whenever they walk down
the hall they turn heads. You'd
think they'd react to that, but
they've made a remarkable
adjustment. I guess it speaks
for the ability of humans to
make adjustments to any
situation."
The third member of the
survey team was Dr. David L
Rirnoin, a geneticist who is
head of the 'Short Statute
Clinic at Harbor General.
The study found that the
dwarfs, who averaged 4-feete3
inches in height, "had not only'•
The term mass denotes the
amount of matter costained in
an object.
Harriet Quimby was the first
US. woman pilo&
learned to accept their short
stature, but had even achieved
a certain security in the
knowledge that they were
'little people."
Female dwarfs were found
to be better adjusted than
men.
"We felt the reason for this
was that the short woman is
shorter than all men," said
Brust. "But the dwarfed man
may be taller than the dwarf
woman but he is shorter than
all other women.
''The short stature in the
male tends to go against
societal admiration of size and
strength and power."
Pa
You've Been Watching Too Much TV Burton, Taylor ReportedlyBy JAY SHARHUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — You've
been watching way too much
television lately if you:
—Can't recall whether
Walter Cronkite , John
Chancellor or Harry Reasoner
won last night's New Ham-
pahire primary.
—Have seen John Wayne
doing an impression of Rich
Little.
—Was thrilled at CBS' plans
for live coverage of
Muhammad Ali's next title
fight, against Mason Reese
(the commercials start at 9
p.m. EST, the bout an hour
and 55 minutes later).
—Shrug when the television
reporter asks the badly in-
jured accident victim, "Can
you tell us how you felt when
the train hit your bicycle?"
—Watch a Saturday af-
ternoon commercial,
obediently pick up the phone
as the announcer says, "Now,
here's where to call...." and
wind tip wondering why you
paid $6.96 for 20 old Teresa
Brewer records.
—Believe the Public
Broadcasting Service is made
possible by a grant from the
British Broadcasting Cor-
poration.
—Quiet down during those
dog food commercials where a
coyote howls and Lorne Green
whispers, "Shh! Listen!
Listen!"
—Have seen the "American




Solve Each Other's Problems
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A
Western Kentucky papermill
seeking a fuel to replace gas
and oil and sawmills there
wanting to get rid of wood
waste have solved each
other's problems.
Today, that unwanted wood
refuse is fueling the steam
boiler that powers the
papermill of Wescor Corp. in
HAvesville. According to Jim
Clayton, wood manager for
the firm, use of sawdust and
bark to fuel papennills is an
idea "whose day has come."
Almost 600 tons of sawdust,
wood trimming and bark goes
into the new Wescor boiler
each working day. The fuel
comes from 40 of the 100
nearby sawmills that Wesdor
already dealt with. According
to the Division of Forestry in
the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection,
Western Kentucky is a heavy
timber producer.
Most of those sawmills
Produce 10 to 20 tons of wood
waste a day, but one produces
about 70 tons a day. About one
ton of sawdust and wood waste
is generated for every ton of
marketable wood chips
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 2. At H & R Block our price is
based on the complexity of your return.
The simpler the return, the less we
charge.
H&R BLOCK®
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
Opeo a... tao p. WookAres, a. p. S. Sat.
No Appointment liommory
produced.
Until Wescor began buying
the waste, what to do with it
was a big problem for most of
the sawmills. They either
disposed of it on their own
property or hauled it to lan-
dfills.
Many were being faced with
finding a new way to dispose
of the material because their
facilities were overcrowded
with the waste. Then Wescor
offered to buy it.
According to Clayton, the
company is paying what
amounts to a trucking bill for
the sawdust. The company
gets its fuel at a competitive
cost and the sawmills get rid
of a problem and save the
money they would have spent
on disposing of it themselves.
Clayton said burning
sawmill wastes has been done
on the West Coast and in the
South, but usually merely to
get rid of the waste—not as a
fuel alternative. Clayton
believes Wescor is the first in
the nation to buy all the wood
waste it uses for fuel. The
Wescor operation at
Hawesville does not produce
any wood waste. It buys only
wood chips for use in its pulp
plant.
Clayton ect. mom_
companies to gp using.
wood refuse for fuel because
other fuels are becoming more
expensive. "When gas and oil
was plentiful," said Clayton,
"we wouldn't have thought of
using wood waste for fuel. But,
now it's expensive and hard to
get and I expect to see more
use made of wood waste as a
fuel. It's something we've
been throwing away and we
can't afford to throw it away
anymore. Things have
changed and I'm glad. I think
they've changed for the
better."
The high price of oil,
coupled with the inavailability
of gas, led Wescor to un-
dertake the wood waste
burning venture—which cost
$2,1 Million to set up. That's
high compared to setting up
boilers for some fuels, which
Clayton estimates would have
cost only a third as much.
Until this summer, the
company had run its plant on
steam generated by boilers
that burned natural gas and
could burn fuel oil as a back
up. However, prices rose and
gas and oil became hard to
obtain.
Then, two years ago,
Clayton said it became
CHEESEBURGER




evident that the boilers needed
replacing and expanding. The
plant, which opened in 1966,
needed more steam.
That's when the decision
was made to turn to wood
wastes. The new boiler, in-
stalled this summer, burns
wood waste and combinations
of gas and oil. Now, only wood
waste is being used.
"It's working very well,"
said Clayton. "We started
using the new system Aug. 20
and had gotten most of the
problems worked out by mid-
November. It's a good thing
we got this going because our
gas was shut off Nov. 1 and
running the plant with oil
would be much more ex-
pensive—almost prohibitive."
About a third of the cost of
the new system was for
building the unloading facility
at which semis unload their
cargo of bark, sawdust and
wood trimmings. The
material passes through a
screen that does not allow
anything larger than two
square inches to go through.
That is ground down to a
smaller size. It's placed on a
belt conveyor and fed into the
boiler.
Once in the boiler, wet
scrubbers and flue gas
cleaners keep smoke and air
pollution from escaping.
At the end of each work day
about 25 tons of ash is left from
the 600 tons of wood waste fed
into the boiler. That ash is
taken to a nearby landfill.
There is one other papermill
in Kentucky—the West
Virginia Pulp 84 Paper Co. at
Wickliffe, also in Western
Kentucky.
FRED3URG BAROQUE
SOLOISTS DEBUT IN U.S.
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
Freiburg Baroque Soloists be-
gan a five-week U.S. tour in
October with a concert at Hunt-
er College, which was the
group's American debut.
Founded in Germany in the
early 1960a at the height of the
Baroque revival, the Freiburg
Baroque Soloists have recently
devoted much of their time to
the music of Bach and his sons.
They have released 10 record-
ings of this music, much of it
little known. In all, they have
made more than two dozen
recordings and have toured in
France, Italy, Austria, Czech-
oslovakia. Switzerland and the
Benelux countries as well as in
Gerniany.
The group performs ex-
clusively the music of the High
Baroque and early Classical pe-
riods.
1304 Main 718 Paris Rd.
Murray Mayfield
There's more to like at Bur.gerChef.
So don't settle for less.
 A Coupon
Awards," and 'The American
Music Awards" but still plan
to watch the "Academy of
Country Music Awards" as
well as the shows handing out
Tony, Grammy, Emmy and
Oscar awards.
—Haven't heard rumors
ABC will radically alter its
summer Olympics show by
televising every event live and
in sequence while Jim McKay
describes every event on tape
and out of sequence. To
heighten interest, Curt Gowdy
reportedly will cover Pierre
Salinger.
—Don't wonder why studio
audiences don't hold up signs
saying "Clap! Clap!" when
the studio sign overhead
flashes "Please Applaud."
—Think "Rich Man, Poor
Man" is a spin-off situation
comedy about the Six Million
Dollar Man's first and second




season is drawing nigh and
you might give some thought
to trying some new wares
public television will be of-
fering from March 7 through
March 72.
The specials, 22 in all, -will
be aired during PBS'
"Festival '76," when local
stations hold fund-raising
drives and try to make
viewers more aware of public
television.
The list of attractions
includes "I Regret Nothing,"
a program about the late,
great French singer, Edith
Pia!; "Benito Mussolini, My
Husband," a study of the
Italian dictator, with in-
terviews of his widow and one
of his sons, and "Mel Torme
in Concert with Woody Her-
Other goodies include a 10-
program series of excerpts of
early silent comedy films
starring Laurel and Hardy; a
whimsical documentary about
this year's Superbowl bash;
and "The Good Old Days of
Radio," hosted by Steve Allen.
Agree To Another Separation
NEW YORK (AP) —
Richard Burton and Elizabeth
Taylor, remarried last year
after a divorce, reportedly
have agreed to separate
again.
The hint of new trouble in
the Burton marriage arose
when it was learned that a
party for Miss Taylor's 44th
birthday, arranged for next
Friday by producer Alexander
Cohen, had been canceled.
"I'm sure that under the
circumstances I wouldn't
want to be having a party,"
Miss Taylor was quoted as
telling Cohen by telephone
early Monday. She also
reportedly told him of the
decision to separate.
"She said she wouldn't be'
here," Cohen said, "so there
wasn't much point in having
the party and I canceled it.
Why the change in plans? She
told me why, but I'm not going
to say any more."
There also were reports that
one or both of the Buttons had
withdrawn as cohosts of the
Tony awards television show
April 18.
"I believe Richard still will
be a host at the Tony awards
as planned," Cohen was
quoted as saying. "I didn't feel
it was the time to ask
Elizabeth whether she would
still participate."
The Buttons first were
married in 1964 after a
romance that began in Rome,
while they were making the
picture "Cleopatra." It was
her fifth marriage, his second.
They separated in 1973 and
were divorced June 6, 1974.
They were reconciled last
The People's Republic of
China first annotmced the ex-
plosion of a test nuclear bomb
In 1964.
The cathedral Notre-Dame cie
Paris, begun in 1163, is one of
the gait examples of Gothic
a .1-tecture.
September and remarried
Oct. 10 in Botswana. Miss
Taylor later wrote in a
magazine article that their
reconciliation was brought
about in part by their fear that
she had lung cancer — a fear
that proved unfounded.
The Burton's attorney,
Aaron Frosch, said Monday
that the couple remained
together in the same suite at
the Lombardy Hotel here.
"Mrs. Burton is still at the
hotel. I've had no instructions
regarding their marriage,"
Frosc.h said, declining further
comment.
Burton has been in New
York appearing In the hit
Broadway play, "Equus." He
opens formally in the play
Thursday night.
New York Post columnist
Earl Wilson, on Monday,
wrote, "The split follows
reports that Miss Taylor had
been having a secret romance
in Switzerland with a Maltese
advertising man, Peter
Darmanin, 37, while Burton
was here rehearsing."
9th Anniversary
at West Kentucky's First
and Only Authentic
Italian Restaurant
To show our appreciation during our
9th Anniversary
we will be serving our
Traditional Pastries
CASA MIA
Bt•tty Ptrc AO/ Wm.:go r
Open 4 to 10 p.m. Wednesday through Sunday
Phone: 247-3675
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SAVE 714 AT SAY-rite
&Went Holds Dentures







.65 oz. $1.29 VALUE
86c
SAVE 434 AT SAV-rite
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U. S. Olympic Team
Gillette Special Olympic Games
100% Dslpont Nylon Jacket only $4.95
with coupon proof of purchase of any
TRAC II Raxor, TRAC II Cartridge
or Super Stainless Blades.
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Kleemade Bologna — 
frosty Morn Braunschweiger  59:






 16 lb. and NO 49!
3 lb. can S51
 $1 25:
Cut Up





Frei Donuts 89' du
Snack Box 99'
B.B.O. Sandwiches 3/1°)
Limit 2 with $7.50




Crisco 3 lb. $1 39
Scott Leader flour 5 lb. 79'









Scot Lad Towels  Roll 48'
Northern Tissue  4h11 79'
Bounty Towels.  Roll 59'
  Roll 2/99'
 4 Roll 75'
Queen of Scot




















C&H Powdered Sugar  
1 l . 51 137:





Chicken of the Sea Chunk Tuna oz 65'
Del Monte Chunk Tuna 61/2 oz. 59'
Merit Crackers  1 b. Seines 49'
Pringles  Twin Pack 89'
Chiffon Facials  100 d. 2/19`






Maxwell House Coffee  lo oi. s2"
Martha White Meal  5 lb. 89'
Scot Towels  2 Roll 75'99c Tide  49 oz. S1 19
Scot Lad Peaches  29 01 49'




Oueen of Scot Coffee Creamer
Barna Grape Jelly 









Radishes  1 lb. pkg. 39'
Carrots 1 lb. 15'
Naval Oranges .„„ 10!
CduPod
Limft 1 Per Family
CouPod
Limit 1 Per Family
CouPod
Limit 1 Per Family
_
Coupon 47334
Limit 1 Per Family
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Folger's Knock-Knock Modess Gen. Mills liglid Slick
Coffee
I lb Ca 5119
Refill Cups
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a  Week's Winner: Mrs. Truman Young
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